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Abstract: We describe a systematic approach to the construction of loop-integrand
bases at arbitrary loop-order, sufficient for the representation of general quantum
field theories. We provide a graph-theoretic definition of ‘power-counting’ for multi-
loop integrands beyond the planar limit, and show how this can be used to orga-
nize bases according to ultraviolet behavior. This allows amplitude integrands to
be constructed iteratively. We illustrate these ideas with concrete applications. In
particular, we describe complete integrand bases at two loops sufficient to repre-
sent arbitrary-multiplicity amplitudes in four (or fewer) dimensions in any massless
quantum field theory with the ultraviolet behavior of the Standard Model or bet-
ter. We also comment on possible extensions of our framework to arbitrary (includ-
ing regulated) numbers of dimensions, and to theories with arbitrary mass spectra
and charges. At three loops, we describe a basis sufficient to capture all ‘leading-
(transcendental-)weight’ contributions of any four-dimensional quantum theory; for
maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, this basis should be sufficient to rep-
resent all scattering amplitude integrands in the theory—for generic helicities and
arbitrary multiplicity.
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0 Introduction and Overview
Recent decades have been witness to breathtaking progress in our understanding
of and our ability to represent and evaluate scattering amplitudes in perturbative
quantum field theory. Much of this progress can be traced to the development of
unitarity-based methods at the end of the last century [1–3]. Indeed, the heroic
work of e.g. [4–9] at one-loop level would lead to the discovery of tree-level recursion
[10, 11] among many other things (see e.g. [12–17]).
Although not originally described in this language, one way to characterize the
principal insight of generalized unitarity is that loop integrands—roughly ‘the sum of
Feynman diagrams’ prior to loop integration—are meaningful quantities of interest
when viewed as differential forms on the space of loop momenta. In any sufficiently
well-behaved local and unitary quantum field theory, these integrands should be
determined by their ‘cuts’ (residues) in terms of lower-loop, and ultimately tree-level
information. Provided a sufficiently large basis of loop integrands B (viewed as a
vector-space of rational functions), the coefficients ai of b
i∈B of any loop amplitude
A representable within this basis,
A=
∑
bi∈B
aib
i , (0.1)
can be determined by linear algebra—by matching all cuts. How and under which
conditions this works in detail is beyond the scope of this present work, but we refer
the reader to e.g. [18–20] for more detailed discussions.
We have been fairly schematic in (0.1) for an important reason. Fixing any par-
ticular scattering amplitude in any particular theory, the amplitude integrand itself
(however it is found) could be viewed as a single basis element whose coefficient
would be 1. This is tautological, and not especially useful or interesting. What is
extremely interesting is that for a very wide class of quantum field theories (includ-
ing all renormalizable ones), there exists a finite-dimensional basis B at any loop
order in which all scattering amplitudes of that theory can be represented—involving
arbitrary numbers and species of external states. Examples of such bases suitable
for representing all amplitudes in the Standard Model at one and two loops can be
found in [21–24] and [25], respectively.
Importantly, it is often possible to build a basis (and therefore represent ampli-
tudes) iteratively. What we mean by this is that we can stratify an integrand basis
B into subspaces according to some notion of ‘power-counting’ p—schematically, one
partitions a basis B into parts according to
B=
∞⊕
p=0
Bp (0.2)
from which we can construct the coefficients of amplitudes iteratively:
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A=
∑
p
Ap with Ap :=A∩Bp := ∑
bip∈Bp
aib
i
p . (0.3)
This work is principally concerned with the systematic enumeration and construc-
tion of integrand bases suitable for representing amplitudes in generic quantum field
theories, and to define for non-planar theories how integrand bases can be carved
up into subspaces as in (0.2) according to some proxy for their ultraviolet (‘UV’)
behavior. An example of such a partitioning at one loop is the division of integrands
by na¨ıve power-counting—that is, the leading polynomial degree in `µ as `→∞. We
will elaborate on this in section 1, but roughly speaking, we may say that a one-loop
integrand behaves ‘like a p-gon [at infinity]’ if
lim
`→∞
[I(`)]= 1
(`2)p
[
1 +O(1/`2)
]
. (0.4)
As we will see later, the construction of a basis of loop integrands large enough to
represent all amplitudes in the Standard Model, for example, to all-multiplicity and
at any loop order turns out to be relatively easy. What is considerably less trivial
is the fact that in any integer (or within  of an integer) number of dimensions,
this basis is finite-dimensional and upper-triangular in cuts and hence, can be made
‘prescriptive’ in the sense of [26].
A much more important result, however, is the fact that the integrands in a
basis constructed in this way can be partitioned into non-overlapping sets according
to their ‘power-counting’. This is a concept that requires considerable care in its
definition—and it will occupy most of our attention below. The real problem—and
the source of subtlety and potential confusion—is that most measures of power-
counting have relied explicitly on aspects of loop integrands such as how the loop
momenta are ‘routed’ which, rather than being intrinsically graph-theoretic, are in-
stead subject to the whims of the physicist who wrote down some particular list
of rational loop integrands. We will propose one such partitioning defined in purely
graph-theoretic terms and discuss the limitations of this definition in the conclusions.
In this work, we will be interested in integrands of perturbative scattering am-
plitudes—the rational differential forms over the space of loop momenta obtained
by the Feynman expansion. Careful readers should object to our use of ‘the’ in the
previous sentence, as this implies a certain degree of uniqueness which does not exist
for many quantum field theories. This non-uniqueness comes in at least two forms.
The first source of non-uniqueness of ‘the’ integrand arises from the fact that
terms in the Feynman expansion do not come pre-equipped with any preferential
choice of origins for the loop momenta, or how the loop momenta should be routed
through the Feynman graph. For planar field theories (such as Yang-Mills in the
planar limit), Feynman diagrams do come pre-equipped with an arguably preferential
routing associated with the planar-dual of each Feynman graph (provided the labels
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of these dual variables are symmetrized across all loop momenta in all graphs). But
such a choice is immediately absent for non-planar theories: for example, there is
no natural sense in which the following Feynman diagrams encode any particular
rational function of any single loop momentum variable:
K1 K2
K4 K3
+
K1 K2
K4 K3
+
K1 K2
K4 K3
. (0.5)
There is no natural way to align the origins (in loop-momentum space) of the loop
momenta across the three diagrams above. This non-uniqueness has historically been
a source of much confusion. But the resolution is fairly obvious: there is simply no
particular integrand to discuss. When we speak of the loop integrand, we merely mean
a representative integrand of the equivalence class of rational functions generated by
translations of all the internal loop momenta. Indeed, we will almost never have
any need to choose any particular representative (equivalently, any choice of loop-
momentum origins): our integrands will (almost) always be defined and discussed
graph-theoretically.1
It is worth mentioning that there has been a lot of progress in defining the non-
planar loop integrand more rigorously [27, 28], at least in the context of certain
quantum field theories. Furthermore, it was observed in [29–31] that even without
a properly defined integrand there are very non-trivial properties of e.g. gravity
amplitudes which have an imprint at the ‘integrand’ level—as peculiar cancellations
between diagrams—and which give a strong hint that a satisfactory definition of
non-planar integrands should indeed exist. However, these observations are indirect
and not immediately useful for defining a single rational integrand function.
The second source of non-uniqueness of loop integrands is considerably more im-
portant and surprisingly subtle: ‘the sum of Feynman diagrams’ is not, in fact,
guaranteed to be physically meaningful. Indeed, loop integrands of pure Yang-
Mills theory need not be gauge invariant. This ambiguity is not hard to under-
stand and is closely related to the fact that the forward limits of tree-amplitudes in
non-supersymmetric gauge theories are ill-defined as not all diagrams that would be
included in the forward limit of trees should be included in loops (as they become
divergent). This partitioning of diagrams—to ‘throw out’ those tree-diagrams which
will diverge in the forward limit—is not gauge invariant. This is a real problem, and
one that requires considerably more discussion than we will have room for here. The
standard solution to this problem is to use (e.g. dimensionally-)regulated Feynman
rules. In dimensional regularization [32], for example, the loop integrand would be
1In the representation of amplitudes, however, it is worth bearing in mind that the coefficients of
integrands (for the representation of a particular amplitude) may themselves require that particular
loop-momentum routings be chosen for the elements in the basis.
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gauge-invariant as the problematic terms described above can be meaningfully said
to vanish; but then the integrand is not regulator independent. This is a wholly
acceptable viewpoint, and arguably a very powerful one considering the state of our
tools for doing loop integration in dimensional regularization. However, it is not one
that we insist upon.
Of course, loop integrands should be integrated. One consequence of the claims
above is that for any fixed loop-order, the number of integrands we need to inte-
grate is finite. We should be clear that this is a very different statement compared
to the finiteness of the basis of master integrals [33] in dimensional regularization.
In some ways, the finiteness we are describing is much stronger: as the statement
about master integrals is dimensionally agnostic, the number of Feynman integrand
topologies that must be considered will grow arbitrarily with multiplicity. In another
sense, however, the finiteness of loop integrands is fairly weak; the number of inde-
pendent integrals is always less than the number of independent integrands. We will
not say more about integral-level identities, but emphasize that an independent set
of integrals can always be chosen as a subset of independent integrands.
We close this introduction with one small provocative comment. It is an empirical
fact (often encountered in the evaluation of master integrals via differential equations
[4, 34–36]) that the difference between an ‘easy’ integral and a ‘hard’ integral is
immeasurable: that hard integrals are so hard that they are essentially technically
intractable using current algorithms/technology; on the other hand, there are many
‘easy’ integrands which are near-trivial to integrate. The cost of choosing a ‘wrong’
basis of master integrals often far exceeds any savings from IBP reductions. As such,
it is useful to consider the integrand-level representation of amplitudes very carefully.
The Stratification of Perturbative Quantum Field Theories
Quantum field theories can be partially ordered according to the variety of loop
integrands required to represent their amplitudes—that is, by the size of the smallest
basis in which all their amplitudes can expressed according to (0.1). Specifically, we
will say that [theory A] [theory B] if a suitable basis for theory B exists which is a
subset of such a basis for theory A.
To illustrate this hierarchy of theories consider, for example, that
[Standard Model][(Standard Model\Higgs)][QCD][Yang-Mills] . . . . (0.6)
This partial ordering is not hard to understand: each successive theory above involves
a strict subset of the preceding theory’s Feynman diagrams. What is much less
trivial—and considerably more interesting—is that this partial ordering need not
have anything to do with the number or kinds of Feynman diagrams for a theory.
For example, there is a strict sense in which
[(pure) Yang-Mills][N = 2 super-Yang-Mills][N = 4 super-Yang-Mills] . (0.7)
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From a Feynman-diagrammatic point of view, adding supersymmetry to pure Yang-
Mills means more fields and more Feynman diagrams. And so in what sense can it be
that supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (sYM) is ‘smaller’ than non-supersymmetric
(‘pure’) Yang-Mills? The answer is that for any multiplicity and any helicity config-
uration there exists bases of loop integrands for these theories such that
BYM)BsYM . (0.8)
The fact that amplitudes in sYM are simpler than those in pure YM is closely
related to the ameliorating effects of supersymmetry in the ultraviolet. The ex-
ceptionally good ultraviolet behavior of amplitudes in maximally supersymmetric
(N=4) Yang-Mills theory has been the subject of a great deal of interest. In the
planar limit, this good behavior is tied to the dual-conformal symmetry of the the-
ory [12–14], but there is an increasingly sharp sense in which amplitudes outside the
planar limit are expected [37–39] or are known to have similarly good behavior at
‘infinite loop momenta’ [40].
Problems with (Labeling) non-Planar Feynman Integrals
For planar2 theories, there is a natural way to generalize the na¨ıve power-counting
defined at one loop by (0.4): namely, one can assign internal loop momenta according
to each plane Feynman diagram’s dual graph; symmetrizing with respect to these
variables allows us to define an unambiguous rational loop integrand with loop-
momentum variables that agree over all contributions. In terms of such labeling, one
can discuss subsets integrands that behave ‘like a p-gon at infinity’ with respect to
all of the (now unambiguous) loop momenta by direct analogy to one loop.
For non-planar loop integrands, there is no preferential way to route the loop
momenta through a graph, making any definition analogous to (0.4) highly suspect.
For example, consider the the three-loop ‘wheel’ integral in scalar ϕ4-theory:
(0.9)
This Feynman integral has the topology of a tetrahedron, with loop momentum flow-
ing around its edges. There are two seemingly natural (or at least, highly symmetric)
choices for how to represent the dependence of this Feynman integrand on its three
internal loop momenta:
2For the more mathematically minded reader, we should perhaps define precisely what we mean
by a planar loop integrand. This is a loop integrand which admits a plane embedding once all
‘external’ propagators (those attached to monovalent vertices) are attached together at a single
node ‘at infinity’ on the compactified plane.
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or . (0.10)
In the first case, each loop momentum flows through three propagators, suggesting
that the integral behaves like a ‘triangle’ at infinity; in the second case, each momen-
tum flows through four propagators, suggesting that we view the integral as behaving
like three ‘boxes’ at infinity. Why is one choice preferred over the other?
One may immediately think of several convincing reasons to prefer one routing
loop momenta over another; but we predict that this rule would not lead to a unique
choice of labeling for complicated, generic graphs. Indeed, we strongly suspect that
no preferential choice exists. As this example illustrates, not having some preferen-
tial way to assign loop momentum variables to the propagators of a graph is already
a problem for the description of integrands consisting exclusively of scalar propaga-
tors. The problem is compounded when integrands with loop-dependent numerators
(required for theories with higher spin fields) are considered.
One way to deal with the problems raised by this example would be to simply
assign loop momentum labels to all propagators and organize integrands in some way
similar to the na¨ıve power-counting defined for one loop integrals. This will indeed
lead to some notional hierarchy of integrands, and even allow one to discover that
amplitudes in some theories are simpler than others (being expressible within better-
behaved strata of bases). However pragmatic this approach may be, it nevertheless
relies heavily on an obviously artificial choice of loop-momentum labeling. To avoid
such burdensome complications, we must think more graph theoretically.
Overview of Our Main Results
The lack of any canonical ‘routing’ of loop momenta through a non-planar Feynman
graph forces us to construct loop integrand bases more graph theoretically. Among
the principal results of this work is a graph-(and representation-)theoretic description
of loop integrands and a description of how integrand bases can be divided up accord-
ing to (some notion of) ‘power-counting’ similar to (0.2), such that this partitioning
of the basis (loosely) tracks ultraviolet behavior, (some notion of) transcendentality,
etc.
A crucial ingredient in these results is a translationally-invariant description
of vector-spaces of loop-dependent numerators of integrands. The formalism we de-
scribe is valid in any number of spacetime dimensions (including those of dimensional
regularization); but there is much to be learned by specializing to a particular num-
ber of spacetime dimensions. In four dimensions, we reproduce the one-loop basis
described by OPP in [21], and its two loop extension discussed in [22–24]. What is
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more interesting, perhaps, is that we reproduce these examples in a way that ren-
ders them essentially representation-theoretic and naturally generalizes to arbitrary
numbers of spacetime dimensions.
Constructing a finite-dimensional L-loop integrand basis suitable for representing
all amplitudes in the Standard Model in 4−2 dimensions turns out to be surprisingly
easy. What is much more subtle and interesting is how such a basis may be divided
up into strata like in (0.2) in any meaningful or useful way. By this we mean that it
is not terribly difficult to define a graph-theoretic stratification of integrand bases,
but it turns out to be surprisingly difficult to define a non-trivial substratum in
which the amplitudes of maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills may be represented,
say. The stratification we propose here will not achieve this seemingly simple goal
beyond some relatively high loop order (beyond at least 7 loops).
In addition to these general ideas, we provide a complete description of two-loop
integrand bases sufficient for representing all amplitudes in renormalizable quantum
field theories in four or fewer spacetime dimensions. At three loops, we describe a
complete basis of integrands sufficient to represent the leading transcendental weight
part of any amplitude in four dimensions—which should suffice to represent all am-
plitudes in fully color-dressed maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.
0.1 Organization and Outline
This work is organized as follows: In section 1 we introduce all necessary ingre-
dients and tools using the example of one-loop amplitudes for the sake of familiarity
and concreteness. This includes the discussion of basic notational ideas, functional
building blocks and a familiar (but generalizable) definition of power-counting. The
final result of this section will be the list of topologies and the number of degrees
of freedom for a given power-counting. Our main results lie in section 2, where we
discuss in detail how to construct and stratify bases of integrands suitable for general
two-loop amplitudes; we give a combinatorial rule for constructing and counting the
numerator degrees of freedom for any integrand topology and power-counting. In
section 3, we apply these ideas to three loops, and illustrate the results by providing
a complete basis of triangle power-counting integrands in four dimensions. Section
4 is an extended discussion of caveats, open problems, and directions for further re-
search. Several graph-theoretic definitions and notation is relegated to appendix A.
Finally, in the ancillary files of this work’s submission to the arXiv, we give a Math-
ematica notebook which encapsulates our results for three-loop integrand bases in
four spacetime dimensions and with triangle power-counting.
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1 Review (and Redux): Bases of Integrands at One Loop
The construction of integrand bases at one loop is well-trodden territory, with a
rich history of developments. The original ideas (in a modern form) go at least as far
back as to Melrose, Passarino, and Veltman [41, 42], and include the more recent ideas
of Bern, Dixon, Kosower [1, 2, 43], Ossola, Papadopoulos, Pittau (OPP) [21, 44],
among many others (see for example [3, 45–53]). The insights gained from these
developments include the discovery of tree-level recursion relations for amplitudes
[10, 11], dual-conformal symmetry [12–14], the Yangian [54] of N =4 sYM, and were
put to use in many powerful practical applications (see e.g. [55, 56]).
Although this material is quite well established (see e.g. the reviews [20, 57] and
references therein), there are two key reasons for us offering yet another exposition
here. The first is purely pragmatic: it will allow us to introduce critical concepts,
notation, and illustrative examples that will prove important in our work ahead.
The second reason why we feel this material will be useful for us to review, how-
ever, is to distinguish integrand reduction (discussed in this work) from integral re-
duction. The latter makes critical use of integration-by-parts relations [58, 59] about
which we will have nothing to say here. A great example of the distinction between
the two is the (ir-)reducibility of a pentagon integrand/integral in four spacetime
dimensions—a case that we hope will be made more clear through our discussions.
We begin our review of integrands with basic notational ideas, making the case
for how loop-dependent numerators should be described algebraically. We will intro-
duce the meaning of bases of integrands with fixed, ‘p-gon’ power-counting (some-
thing which involves no subtleties at one loop), and then apply these ideas to re-derive
many familiar facts about loop integrand bases in four dimensions. Subsequently, we
describe how this can be generalized to arbitrary integer dimensions, and also com-
ment on extending our integer-dimensional construction to the realm of dimensional
regularization [32].
1.1 One-Loop Integrand Bases: Basic Building Blocks
The basic idea of integrand reduction at one loop is very easy to understand.
Every Feynman diagram in any quantum field theory will give rise to a rational func-
tion of the (unambiguous up to translation) loop momentum `, external kinematics
and possibly internal quantum numbers (such as color factors in gauge theory). For
any particular theory, these rational functions span a finite-dimensional vector-space.
We are going to say much more about the precise meaning of these statements mo-
mentarily, but let us start by considering the kinds of rational functions that arise.
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1.1.1 Loop-Dependent Denominators: ‘Scalar’ p-gon Integrands
At one loop, the Feynman rules of a theory give us a map of the form3
Feynman diagram 7→ N(`)
((`−Q1)2−m21)((`−Q2)2−m22) · · ·((`−Qp)2−m2p)
, (1.1)
where ` is the ‘loop momentum’ variable to be integrated over, each Qi is some
constant momentum offset, each mi is the mass of a particle through which the
loop momentum ‘propagates’, N(`) is some polynomial in ` with coefficients that
depend rationally on the external particles’ momenta, color labels, and polarizations.
To be clear, we consider N(`)'N′(`) if N(`)=f(ext)N′(`) for any function f(ext)
independent of `. In particular, f(ext) can involve many propagators: namely, all
those fixed to be `-independent by momentum-conservation at each vertex. Thus,
for example
∼ (1.2)
should be understood as equivalent as far as their loop-dependence is concerned.
In this work, we will mostly be interested in the loop-momentum-dependent parts
of Feynman integrands—avoiding much (if any) discussion of the loop-independent
factors4 and therefore have no reason to consider loop-momentum-independent prop-
agators that may be involved in any actual Feynman diagram.
At one loop, we call an integrand with p loop-dependent propagators a ‘p-gon’.
The propagators of any p-gon have a natural ordering: namely, so that the offset
momenta Qi appearing in the propagators of (1.1) always differ by the momentum
flowing into each of the vertices. Specifically, we can order the factors so that for
each index i (with cyclic labeling understood), Pi =:Qi+1−Qi is the sum of some
subset of external momenta (which ‘flows into’ the ith vertex). For example,
P1 P2
P4 P3
Q1 Q3
Q2
Q4
. (1.3)
Notice that in (1.3) we have used wedges to denote external momenta flowing into the
graph. We use this notation to make it clear that we do not care how many external
legs are flowing into each vertex, whether they are massive or massless, or what
other quantum numbers the external states may carry. Further details concerning
3We do not explicitly allow for eikonal propagators 1/(` ·Q) here, even though an extension to
this case should be straight forward.
4For some recent discussions on efficiently reconstructing the loop-independent functions that
appear in a given basis, see e.g. [60–62].
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our notation can also be found in appendix A. In the following, we often suppress
the external edge labels and write
Q1 Q3
Q2
Q4
↔ 1
(` |Q1)(` |Q2)(` |Q3)(` |Q4) , (1.4)
where we have introduced the convenient shorthand notation
(` |Q) := (`−Q)2 , (1.5)
and where Q denotes any momentum—including ~0. The Feynman i-prescription
will be left implicit throughout our work. The propagator definition (1.5) supposes a
massless spectrum. Indeed, in this work we show explicit results for massless theories
only, even though a generalization to the massive case does not pose any conceptual
difficulties. If we were to include massive propagators, we could define
(` |Q)m := (`−Q)2−m2 , with (` |Q)0 =: (` |Q) , (1.6)
but we would need to consider all graphs such as (1.4) to carry additional labels to
account for all the possible distribution of internal edges’ particle masses.
In eq. (1.4), the Qi’s should be understood to conserve momentum. Why have
we not written them explicitly? The reason is that any explicit formula for the
Qi’s would require that we eliminate or trivialize the translational invariance of the
loop momentum `. This could be done by going to dual-momentum coordinates,
or more simply by choosing any one of the Qi’s to be ~0 (that is, picking an origin
for `). We are leaving such a choice to the reader, because we do not want to give
the appearance that anything we say in what follows depends on whether or how
translational invariance is eliminated (or otherwise trivialized).
At one loop, momentum conservation requires that all propagators involving the
internal loop momentum ` must form a single, closed cycle. We define an integrand
with exactly p propagators involving the loop momentum ` to be a ‘p-gon’ integrand.
These will be denoted diagrammatically by a polygon with p sides with p ‘external’
legs denoting inflowing momentum; for example,
1, , , , , , , , . . . (1.7)
would be described as 0-gon, 1-gon, . . ., 7-gon integrands, respectively. In practice
(and even here), some of these are rarely named in this way: the first integrands in
(1.7) are more often referred to as ‘constant’, ‘tadpole’, ‘bubble’, ‘triangle’, and ‘box’
integrands, respectively.
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1.1.2 Loop-Dependent Numerators: Notational Biases for Bases
The real motivation for introducing notation such as (1.5) for propagators is that
inverse propagators should be viewed as fundamental, irreducible objects. They are
the right language in which to describe loop-dependent numerators exactly because
of their ubiquitous role in the construction of loop-dependent denominators of any
Feynman integral. Our attitude here is somewhat at odds with the more familiar
approach to integrand reduction which treats Lorentz invariant scalar products as the
primary monomials of consideration. For integrand reduction, one then distinguishes
monomials that can be written in terms of inverse propagators and external kinematic
invariants from irreducible scalar products (ISP)’s [63] (starting at two loops). Thus,
it is worthwhile to compare and contrast these frameworks in detail.
We suggest that all polynomials involving loop momenta should be expressed in
the space of sums of products of (generalized) inverse propagators5. In particular,
we use
[` ]d := spanQ
{(` |Q)} for Q∈Rd (1.8)
to denote the vector-space generated by the d-dimensional translates of inverse prop-
agators involving momentum `. To be clear, 1/(` |Q) need not be a propagator in any
Feynman graph which relates to our description as ‘generalized’ inverse propagators
(that we occasionally drop in our discussions below). Provided that `∈Rd ,6 then it
is not hard to see that
[` ]d' span
{
‘1’, `·ê1, . . . , `·êd︸ ︷︷ ︸
components ‘`i’:=`·êi
, `2
}
, (1.9)
where êi are d-dimensional basis vectors for Rd and ‘1’ signifies any `-independent
monomial which should be understand to carry the scaling dimension of mass-
squared. We will soon stop flagging this fact with scare quotes when writing ‘1’.
To see the equivalence between (1.8) and (1.9), one can confirm that
‘1’' Q2= 1
2
[
(` |Q)+(` |−Q)−2(` |0)] , `·êi = 1
4
[
(` |−êi)−(` |êi)
]
, `2 = (` |0) . (1.10)
From (1.9), it is easy to determine the dimensionality of [` ]d
rank
(
[` ]d
)
= d+2 . (1.11)
A key reason for using translates of inverse propagators to describe polynomial de-
grees of freedom in ` is that the definition (1.8) is translationally invariant:
5For practitioners, using inverse ‘propagators’ not necessarily appearing in a Feynman graph
should not seem so strange: such vector-spaces are also needed for integral reduction, as imple-
mented in public codes such as FIRE [64].
6Throughout this work, we will take d∈N+; when discussing dimensional regularization, we
consider ê−2 to be an additional basis element used for translations.
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[` ]' [` +Q]; for any Q. (1.12)
Thus, any propagators of a Feynman graph which differ by incoming external mo-
menta will correspond to the same vector-space [` ]. Moreover, these spaces are
identical for massive and massless propagators:
span
Q
{(` |Q)}' span
Q
{(` |Q)m} . (1.13)
Although [` ] includes the degree-two-in-components element `2, it is important to
emphasize that no other degree-two-in-components monomials are spanned by [` ]. In
particular, `i`j /∈ [` ]; a corollary of this is that if we were to write `2 =: ̂`2−µ2, then
neither ̂`2 nor µ2 would be in [` ]—although, the combination `2( =: ̂`2−µ2)∈[` ]. We will
have more to say about how degrees of freedom should be encoded for dimensional
regularization below in section 1.3.3.
1.2 Integrand Bases with ‘p-gon’ Power-Counting
Let us now describe how we may construct and stratify bases of one-loop inte-
grands according to their ultraviolet behavior—or, more colloquially, their ‘power-
counting’. As we will see in the next section, it turns out that one loop is a de-
ceptively simple case in this regard. Roughly speaking, we say that I has ‘p-gon
power-counting’ if it scales like p or more propagators as `→∞:
lim
`→∞
(I)= 1
(`2)p
[
1+O(1/`2)] . (1.14)
As we will argue in 1.2.2, this definition turns out to not be entirely satisfactory
for our purposes. To see why, we first introduce the relevant language to discuss
numerators with multiple loop-momentum insertions of the fundamental building
blocks defined in section 1.1.2.
1.2.1 Vector-spaces of Loop-Dependent Numerators
To allow for higher polynomial degrees in `, we may simply consider spaces con-
structed from monomials built from products of inverse propagators as straight for-
ward generalization of our basic building blocks defined in eq. (1.8). Let
[` ]pd := span⊕iQi
{
(` |Q1) · · · (` |Qp)
}
for Qi∈Rd . (1.15)
From the embedding space perspective [65, 66], it is easy to see that the vector-space
[` ]pd is a p-fold symmetric, traceless product of (d+2)-dimensional vectors of sod+2.
As such,
rank
(
[` ]pd
)
=
(
d+ p
d
)
+
(
d+ p− 1
d
)
. (1.16)
To better understand these vector-spaces, consider the first non-trivial case of
[` ]2. Following the definition above, we could start with an over-complete vector-
space spanned by
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[` ]2d = span
{
(` |Q1)2, . . . , (` |Qd+2)2, (` |Q1)(` |Q2), . . . , (` |Qd+1)(` |Qd+2)
}
, (1.17)
for some set of displacements Qi∈Rd; from this one may at first expect the rank to
be (d+2) +
(
d+2
2
)
; but this over-counts the dimension of the space by (in this case)
one non-trivial relation. To see this one relation most simply, consider the na¨ıve
basis of monomials as we did in (1.9); simply taking all pairs, we’d find the (still
over-complete) generators:
[` ]2' span
{
1·1,1·`i,1·`2,(`i)2, `i ·`j, `i ·`2,(`2)2
}
. (1.18)
Here, the over-completeness is more manifest: 1·`2∈ span
i
{
(`i)2
}
. Eliminating this
over-completeness would result in a non-redundant basis for [` ]2 of the form
[` ]2' span
{
1·1,1·`i,(`i)2, `i ·`j, `i ·`2,(`2)2
}
. (1.19)
Although we are not including the monomial `2 as a basis vector in (1.19), it is
important to never forget that `2∈ [` ]2; and moreover, more generally, [` ]1⊂ [` ]2.
This is part of a more general observation: because multiplying by the loop
independent monomial ‘1’∈ [` ] is an injective map from [` ]p ↪→ [` ]p+1, we always have
[` ]a⊂ [` ]b ∀a<b. (1.20)
Whenever we have such sequences of inclusions, it is natural to stratify these vector-
spaces according to their complements. Specifically, let
[̂` ]p := [` ]p\[` ]p−1 so that [` ]p=[̂` ]0⊕[̂` ]1⊕·· ·⊕[̂` ]p ; (1.21)
that is, [̂` ]p is the part of [` ]p not spanned by [` ]p−1. The rank of [̂` ]p is easy to compute
from (1.16):
rank
(
[̂` ]pd
)
= rank
(
[` ]pd
)− rank([` ]p−1d )=(d+pp
)
−
(
d+p−2
p−2
)
. (1.22)
Such a grading of loop-dependent polynomial degrees of freedom is closer in spirit to
the way that scalar products are often organized in the literature, e.g. [67, 68]. An
important distinction, however, is that what we call [̂` ]p consists of some (but not all)
polynomials in the components of ` of degree 2p or degree 2p−1. We will see below
that this grading of vector-spaces plays an important role in the ‘power-counting’
stratification of loop-dependent degrees of freedom in section 1.2.3.
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1.2.2 Organizing Loop-Dependent Numerators by Contact-Terms
We gave a vague diagnostic for ‘p-gon’ power-counting integrands in eq. (1.14) above.
However, this definition turns out to be somewhat inadequate, because we would like
to differentiate between numerators such as `2∈[` ] from those such as `i`j /∈[` ]. Recall
that `i`j∈ [` ]2. Our choice to write `i`j in terms of two-fold products of inverse
propagators would seem to unnecessarily worsen what we consider the UV behavior
of an integrand with such a numerator. However, this is perfectly okay: because
1∈[` ], it is always possible to express an integrand with some UV behavior in a space
of integrands with worse UV behavior. At the end of the day, the question of how
to carve up integrand bases (and how UV behavior should even be defined) can only
be answered by how useful the resulting basis is for representing amplitudes.
One major advantage of choosing to write all numerator degrees of freedom
directly in terms of products of generalized inverse propagators is that it trivializes
the determination of the scaling of eq. (1.14). Let
bpq :=
[` ]q−p
(` |Q1) · · · (` |Qq) for q≥ p, (1.23)
be the vector-space of all q-gon integrals with (q−p)-fold products of inverse propa-
gators in their numerators. It is trivial to see that
lim
`→∞
(I)= 1
(`2)p
for all I∈bpq . (1.24)
Indeed, starting from the space bpp—so-called ‘scalar’ p-gon integrands, with loop-
independent numerators—one may also consider (p+1)-gon integrals with numerators
chosen from [` ], bpp+1; (p+2)-gons with numerators chosen from [` ]
2, bpp+2; and so on.
All these integrands trivially scale ‘like a p-gon’ at infinite loop momentum.
Graphical Rules for Denoting Integrand Vector-Spaces
To better discuss these vector-spaces of integrands, it may be useful to introduce
some graphical/diagrammatic notation. Let us denote the vector-space of translates
of inverse propagators over a propagator as
~`
:=
[`]
`2
. (1.25)
This vector-space includes the Feynman-rule-propagators of scalar fields, Fermions,
and spin-1 bosons (in any gauge). In particular, this means that (1.25) includes as
elements all the propagators involved in the Feynman expansion for the Standard
Model. And because `2 ∈ [` ], it also includes so-called contact-terms.
Consider, for example, the space b34, which is represented diagrammatically by
b34⇔ . (1.26)
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Because all the propagators of any one-loop graph involve the same undetermined
loop momentum up to translation, it does not matter where we put the decoration:
∼ ∼ ∼ . (1.27)
The statement about contact-terms being included can be written graphically as, for
example,
D
A B
C
⊃
D
A B
C
,
A
B
C
D
,
B
CD
A
,
C
D
A
B
. (1.28)
Notice that this shows that b33⊂b34.
More generally, it is easy to see that bpq−1⊂bpq . It will be useful to talk about the
complements of these inclusions, as we did for [̂` ]p defined in (1.21). Let
b̂pq := b
p
q\bpq−1 , (1.29)
denote the ‘top-level’ sub-space of bpq—the space not spanned by so-called contact-
terms. Returning to the example of b34, it is natural to wonder the rank of b̂
3
4 .
Consider the case of d=1, for which rank
(
b34
)
=rank
(
[` ]1d=1
)
=3 and rank
(
b̂34
)
=0; the
statement (1.28) is still true, but not all of the four triangle contact-terms can be
independent. For d=2, we similarly conclude that rank
(
b̂34
)
=0, but now the four
scalar triangles in (1.28) are independent. For d≥ 3, we find that rank( b̂34 )=d−2.
Let us define the ‘p-gon power-counting basis’ of integrands at one loop to be
Bp := b
p
p ∪bpp+1∪bpp+2∪·· · = bpp ⊕b̂pp+1⊕b̂pp+2⊕·· · . (1.30)
Graphically, we could write
B0 :=span 1, , , , , , , , . . .
B1 :=span , , , , , , , . . .
B2 :=span , , , , , , . . .
B3 :=span , , , , , . . .
B4 :=span , , , , . . .
(1.31)
and so on. Although each of these spaces may appear to be infinite-dimensional,
this is never the case. Indeed, for any fixed spacetime dimension, the rank of Bp is
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bounded. The proof of this statement is originally due to Passarino and Veltman in
ref. [42]; let us see how we can understand this fact in our present formalism. Let
B
(d)
p denote the space Bp in spacetime dimension d∈N+. The easiest way to see that
B
(d)
p is finite-dimensional is to notice that the nested sequence of inclusions
bpp⊂bpp+1⊂bpp+2⊂·· · , (1.32)
turns around on itself eventually: bpq⊃bpq+1 for some q in any dimension d and power-
counting p. This happens as soon as rank
(
b̂pq
)
= 0—that is, when the space of
contact-terms spans everything (as we saw above for b̂34 when d≤2). When does
this happen? There are three cases to consider: p>d, p=d, and p<d, which we
discuss in turn.
First, consider the case p>d; we will show that bpp⊃bpp+1, which implies that
rank
(
b̂pp+1
)
=0 and that B
(d<p)
p = bpp. To prove this, we merely need to note that
rank
(
b̂pp+1
)
= rank
(
bpp+1\bpp
)
= rank
(
[` ]d
)− rank(span{(` |Q1)bpp, . . . , (` |Qp+1)bpp})= 0 . (1.33)
The first term above is d+2=rank
(
[` ]d
)
, and the second term has rank at least d+2
as p+1≥d+2. Thus, q=p.
The next case to consider is when p=d. For this, it is not hard to show (by direct
construction) that bdd+2⊂bdd+1, so that rank
(
b̂dd+2
)
=0. As such, the d-gon power-
counting basis would consist of B
(d)
d =b
d
d⊕b̂dd+1, with each of these vector-spaces
carrying a single degree of freedom in their numerators. Thus, q=p+1. Actually,
this is a bit of an overstatement: as we will discuss at greater length in section 1.2.4
below, the span of (d+1)-gons in b̂dd+1 is over-complete: any choice of (d+2) of these
integrands whose union consists of d+2 propagators will satisfy a single relation.
The final case to consider is that of p<d, for which we will show that rank
(
b̂pq
)
=0
for all q>d, and hence q=d. From this, it follows that
B(d)p = b
p
p ⊕b̂pp+1⊕·· ·⊕b̂pd−1⊕b̂pd for p<d. (1.34)
We can prove this claim by simply constructing a general formula for rank
(
b̂pq
)
.
dpd[q] := rank
(
bpq
)
= rank
(
[` ]q−pd
)
,
=: d̂pd[q]︸︷︷︸
top rank
+
∑
i>0
(
q
i
)
d̂pd[q− i]︸ ︷︷ ︸
contact-term rank
, with d̂pd[p] := 1 , d̂
p
d[q<p] := 0 , (1.35)
where we have recursively defined
d̂pd[q] := rank
(
b̂pq
)
. (1.36)
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This formula can be viewed as one for constructing particular bases for subspaces
of bpq for its contact-terms—elements involving some subsets of the q propagators
of the q-gon—assuming that these subspaces are all independent, which ensures the
veracity of (1.35) as a statement about ranks. It turns out to be relatively straight
forward to solve the recurrence relation (1.35) for d̂pd[q]; doing so, we find
d̂pd[q] =
(
d−p
d−q
)
+
(
d−p−1
d−q
)
=
d+q−2p
q−p
(
d−p−1
d−q
)
for p≤q<d or p<q≤d. (1.37)
1.2.3 Stratifying Bases of One-Loop Integrands
There is one more extremely useful set of inclusions to consider related to these
integrand bases: Bp⊂Bp−1 for all p. Moreover, we can see that this holds true
topology-by-topology: bpq⊂bp−1q in general. This follows trivially from the fact that
[` ]a⊂[` ]a+1 (see eq. 1.20), and has the interpretation that we are always able to express
any integrand with good ultraviolet behavior (high p) in terms of those with worse
ultraviolet behavior (lower p).
To discuss the new degrees of freedom as the power-counting of the basis worsens
(as p decreases), we may define
b̂pq := b̂
p
q \b̂p+1q , (1.38)
—the vector-space of (contact-free) degrees of freedom with p-gon power-counting
not expressible by numerators with (p+1)-gon power-counting. Similarly, we can
discuss the ranks of these spaces by defining
d̂pd[q] := rank
(
b̂pq
)
= d̂pd[q]−d̂
p+1
d [q] (1.39)
where the last equality follows from (1.37) and requires that p≤q<d, or p<q≤d.
Interestingly, it is not hard to see that
d̂pd[q] = d̂
p
d−1[q] , (1.40)
which illustrates how integrand bases can be constructed by iteratively shifting the
spacetime dimension upward.
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1.2.4 The Vices and Virtues of Conformality
(‘d-gon’ Power-Counting in d Dimensions)
In section 1.2.2, we have alluded to the fact that something special happens in
the decomposition of integrand bases into contact-terms when the power-counting
parameter p coincides with the spacetime dimension—when p=d. In this case, the
loop integrands (when combined with the measure dd`) become invariant under the
rescaling of loop momenta `→α` and we refer to this property as ‘conformality’.
From the integrand perspective, we would like to explain in a little more detail why
we now have to include basis elements with d+1 loop dependent propagators which
were completely reducible when p<d.
Before discussing the general case for arbitrary integer d, it is perhaps instructive
to consider the concrete case of d=4 spacetime dimensions. Following our one-loop
discussion for the vector-space of q-gon integrals with (q−p) numerator insertions of
generalized inverse propagators in eq. (1.23), box (or 4-gon) power-counting implies
that all integrands with five propagators can have a single loop-momentum dependent
numerator insertion schematically written as
b45 =
[` ]4
(`|Q1)(`|Q2)(`|Q3)(`|Q4)(`|Q5) , (1.41)
where the numerator [` ]4 contains 6 total degrees of freedom. Of course, any choice of
this six dimensional basis is na¨ıvely as good as any other. However, as suggested in
eq. (1.29), we find it most desirable to decompose the basis according to propagator
topologies. Such a basis decomposition is extremely natural in conjunction with
generalized unitarity and is also employed in the OPP setup [21, 44]. We are led to
the following basis choice
[` ]4 = span
{
(`,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5),(`|Q1),(`|Q2),(`|Q3),(`|Q4),(`|Q5)
}
(1.42)
which contains the five inverse propagators (`|Qi) together with the dual of these five
generated by the six-dimensional epsilon symbol. Even though the explicit form of
this numerator is not relevant for us here, note that (`,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5) can either
be conveniently evaluated by going to embedding space [65, 66] or by writing an
expansion in inverse propagators with additional (complex) momenta. The numer-
ators that are proportional to the inverse propagators (`|Qi) give rise to scalar box
contact term topologies, i.e. integrands that can be obtained from the pentagon by
pinching one of the propagators. One advantage of the basis choice in (1.42) is that
spacetime parity of each element is manifest: the scalar boxes give rise to parity-even
integrands and the pentagon with -insertion is parity-odd. Since the parity-odd pen-
tagon vanishes upon integration over the parity-even Feynman contour, this element
is often neglected if one is interested in properties of integrated scattering amplitudes.
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There are a few advantages of the box power-counting basis in four dimensions
at one loop. In the context of maximally supersymmetric (N=4) Yang-Mills theory
(sYM) [69, 70] in the planar limit (taking N→∞ for an suN gauge theory), box
power-counting makes dual conformal invariance [12–14] manifest at the integrand-
level and displays the inherently good UV behavior of the theory. At one loop,
there is a similar statement about the surprisingly good UV behavior of supergravity
theories (dubbed the ‘no-triangle hypothesis’ [71–73]) which, however, fails at high
enough loop-order or for sufficiently many external particles (starting at two loops
[40]). From an integration perspective, box power-counting implies a low numerator
polynomial rank which is advantageous for integral reduction and direct integration
as well (see e.g. [74–78]).
On the other hand, a substantial downside of the box power-counting basis in
(1.42) is that it is over-complete. For details of the argument, see section 2 of [26]; but
the bottom line is that the parity-odd pentagons are not all independent, but satisfy
integrand -level relations that must be eliminated in order to specify a complete and
not over-complete basis.
There are many ways to see this redundancy among pentagon integrands. One
way would be analogous to what we saw for the decomposition of 3-gon power-
counting box integrands for d=1 below eq. (1.29) above. Specifically, we may consider
the decomposition of a hexagon integrand with box power-counting in four dimen-
sions. Our analysis above (see eqs. (1.35) and (1.16)) shows that the total rank of
the numerators for an integrand in the space b46 is d
4
4[6]=rank([` ]
2
4)=20. Decompos-
ing this space into contact-terms would give us
(
6
5
)×1 top-level degrees of freedom
for contact-term pentagons, and
(
6
2
)×1 top-level degrees of freedom for contact-term
boxes; if these contact-term contributions to the hexagon numerators were all in-
dependent, they would span a 6+15=21-dimensional space. Thus, there must be
one redundancy (and it is easy to see that the scalar box integrands are always
independent in d=4). Thus, the hexagon’s six contact-term, box-power-counting-
pentagon integrands must satisfy one algebraic relation (in order to span a merely
five-dimensional space).
Besides eliminating the redundancy by picking an arbitrary subset of indepen-
dent parity-odd pentagons, there is another way to proceed that is also most relevant
to represent more general quantum field theories at one-loop and has already led to
numerous fruitful results for higher-loop amplitudes even in sYM [79, 80]. As we have
argued in section 1.2.2, increasing the power-counting from box (4-gon) to triangle
(3-gon) scaling is sufficient to eliminate (at integrand level) the parity-odd pentagon
entirely. In these cases, one is left with triangle-power-counting, chiral boxes and
scalar triangle integrands.
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Our four-dimensional discussion can be easily generalized to any integer di-
mension d where we run into exactly the same issue. In d dimensions, the d-gon
power-counting numerator of a (d+1)-gon involves exactly one insertion of general-
ized inverse propagators. By eq. (1.11), this space is (d+2)-dimensional and can be
spanned by the (d+1) inverse propagators of the (d+1)-gon together with one parity-
odd integrand dual to these. At higher points, these parity-odd integrands always
satisfy linear relations analogous to what we described above. To specify a complete
and non-redundant basis would require us to eliminate certain permutations of the
parity-odd integrands, which is undesirable from a symmetry point of view.
1.3 One-Loop Integrands for Theories in Various Dimensions
In this part of our work, we would like to take a moment to illustrate the more
abstract definitions of subsections 1.1 and 1.2 with some concrete examples. In par-
ticular, we first discuss four-dimensional integrand bases at one loop in subsection
1.3.1 and generalize this setup in two ways. First, we extend the four-dimensional
analysis to arbitrary integer spacetime dimension d in 1.3.2. Second, more nontriv-
ially, we extend our discussion to the realm of dimensional regularization—to build
integrand bases within  of an integer dimension d in 1.3.3 where it becomes impor-
tant how we define the relevant extra-dimensional components of the loop momenta
(i.e. the precise definition of so-called µ-terms).
1.3.1 Bases for Theories Defined in Four Spacetime Dimensions
In this subsection, we briefly discuss the specific and particularly relevant case of
d=4-dimensional integrands to make some of the general statements above more
concrete. As mentioned above, all these results are well-known [21, 42, 44] and have
long been put to use in the generalized unitarity program [1–3]. Nonetheless, we
find it valuable to review here. (Our discussion here follows an earlier exposition in
sections 2 and 4 of ref. [26].) We start by specializing eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) to d= 47
[` ]4 =span
Q∈R4
{(` |Q)}' span{1, `·ê1, . . . , `·ê4, `2} , (1.43)
which forms a six-dimensional vector-space spanned by (generalized) inverse prop-
agators. When discussing four-dimensional numerators, we often drop the explicit
indication of dimensionality. One consequence of (1.43)—in line with the general
discussion above—is that any monomial {1, `·ê1, . . . , `·ê4, `2} can be expanded in
the six-dimensional space of inverse propagators. Importantly, this implies that
(independent of the field-theory power-counting) any integrand with six and more
propagators is expressible in terms of integrands with five and fewer propagators.
7In the four dimensions, there are a number of alternate ways (such as momentum twistors [81]
or the embedding space formalism [65, 66]) to represent this setup; but we prefer to use the general
notation introduced in this section.
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Organizing Four-Dimensional Integrand Bases by Contact-Terms
To illustrate the structure of higher power-counting bases at one loop in four space-
time dimensions, we follow the discussion of section 4 of [26]. The simplest extension
of the box power-counting basis is to allow one additional loop-dependent numera-
tor insertion so that all basis elements scale as ∼ 1/(`2)3 at large `. Thus, we may
start with the following three structures B
(4)
3 =span
{
b33⊕b34⊕b35
}
; in the notation of
eq. (1.23):{
[` ]04
(`|Q1)(`|Q2)(`|Q3) ,
[` ]14
(`|Q1)(`|Q2)(`|Q3)(`|Q4) ,
[` ]24
(`|Q1)(`|Q2)(`|Q3)(`|Q4)(`|Q5)
}
.
As explained above (see also [26]), it turns out that the pentagon integrands are
not independent of the box- and triangle integrands and one is able to eliminate
all topologies with five or more propagators. This is due to the fact that in four
dimensions, the rank of the space of two loop-momentum insertions according to
(1.16) and (1.35) is d34[5]=rank
(
[` ]24
)
=20; this 20-dimensional space can be fully
spanned by contact-terms—namely,
(
5
1
)×2 degrees of freedom from contact-term
box integrands and
(
5
2
)×1 degrees of freedom from contact-term triangles. The full
triangle-power-counting basis can therefore be spanned by box integrands (with non-
trivial numerators) as well as scalar triangle integrands.
A particularly convenient choice of basis for the 3-gon power-counting boxes are
the so-called ‘chiral’ numerators (which turn out to be incredibly useful for matching
unitarity cuts). Choosing this particular basis, we attribute the 2 top-level degrees
of freedom to each box integrand according to:
b34 =
[`]
(`|Q1)(`|Q2)(`|Q3)(`|Q4) ,
with [`]4 = span
{
(`|`∗1),(`|`∗2),(`|Q1),(`|Q2),(`|Q3),(`|Q4)
}
,
(1.44)
where `∗i are the two solutions to the quadruple-cut equations (`|Q1)=· · ·=(`|Q4)=0.
Having discussed the 3-gon power-counting basis, we can easily extend the anal-
ysis to higher numerator ranks, including 0-gon power-counting. Since bases with
lower power-counting are always subsets of bases with higher power-counting (in the
notation of section 1.2.3; Bp+1⊂Bp for any p) we now know that for any p<4-
gon power-counting, the bases of one-loop integrands are spanned by box-, triangle-,
bubble-, tadpole topologies and potentially polynomial terms without propagators.
(Polynomial terms do not play a role for integrated amplitudes in dimensional reg-
ularization as they would give rise to power-divergences which are set to zero, see
e.g. [82].) We can therefore simply list the dimensionality of the bases of integrands
for a given power-counting in strictly four spacetime dimensions; this can be found
in Table 1.
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1 · · ·
B
(4)
0
b0p [ ]
0=b00 [ ]
1=b01⊕·· · [ ]2=b02⊕·· · [ ]3=b03⊕·· · [ ]4=b04⊕·· · [ ]5=b05⊕·· ·
d04[p] 1=1 6=5+1 20=9+11 50=7+41 105=2+103 196=0+196
B
(4)
1
b1p [ ]
0=b11 [ ]
1=b12⊕·· · [ ]2=b13⊕·· · [ ]3=b14⊕·· · [ ]4=b15⊕·· ·
d14[p] 1=1 6=4+2 20=5+15 50=2+48 105=0+105
B
(4)
2
b2p [ ]
0=b22 [ ]
1=b23⊕·· · [ ]2=b24⊕·· · [ ]3=b25⊕·· ·
d24[p] 1=1 6=3+3 20=2+18 50=0+50
B
(4)
3
b3p [ ]
0=b33 [ ]
1=b34⊕·· · [ ]2=b35⊕·· ·
d34[p] 1=1 6=2+4 20=0+20
B
(4)
4
b4p [ ]
0=b44 [ ]
1=b45⊕·· ·
d44[p] 1=1 6=1+5
Table 1. One-loop integrand bases in 4 dimensions with various p-gon power-counting.
Note that all numbers in Table 1 are dictated by the general formula for the
rank of symmetric traceless tensors of so6, consistent with eq. (1.16). As indicated
in the table, we can split the overall ranks associated to a given basis topology
according to ‘parent’ and ‘daughter’ (or ‘contact-term’) degrees of freedom as has
been advocated for in eq. (1.35). In this split, by parent degrees of freedom, we
mean integrand basis elements that can be fixed in a generalized unitarity setup at
the level of maximal cuts [83] of the corresponding topology. Likewise, ‘daughter’ or
‘contact-term’ degrees of freedom correspond to integrand basis elements associated
to certain pinched topologies whose coefficients can be fixed using unitarity cuts of
the pinched topology. For more details, we refer the interested reader to our original
exposition of the split of integrand degrees of freedom in section 4 of [26].
1.3.2 Bases for Theories Defined in Various Spacetime Dimensions
Based on our 4-dimensional discussion in 1.3.1, it should be quite clear how to extend
the basis construction to arbitrary integer d spacetime dimensions. Let us therefore
only briefly summarize the corresponding results. Having fixed the spacetime dimen-
sion, there is one additional figure of merit required to define a basis of integrands,
namely the desired power-counting.
We can then look at different power-counting bases. Similar to the 4-dimensional
case with 4-gon power-counting (see eq. (1.42) we discussed in section 1.2.4, there are
irreducible (d+1)-gon integrands that can be chosen to be parity-odd together with
parity-even d-gon integrands). Again, na¨ıvely this forms an over-complete basis and
one is forced to eliminate linear relations between different parity-odd (d+1)-gons.
Exactly like the 4-dimensional case, boosting the power-counting to (d−1)-gon
power-counting and higher (more loop-momentum dependence in the numerator)
allows us to eliminate this redundancy and one is left with a complete (and not
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over-complete) basis of integrands where each integrand basis element involves up to
d propagators. We can equally well split the resulting integrand degrees of freedom
into ‘parent’ and ‘daughter’ basis elements associated to the maximal number of
propagator topologies and various pinched topologies. The relevant data of the size
of the d-dimensional integrand bases of p-gon power-counting is dictated by eq. (1.16)
and we summarize the relevant results in Table 2.
total rank= top rank+contact terms
numerator Np d=2 d=3 d=4 d=5 d=6
• N0 1 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0
N1 1 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0
N0 [ ] 4=3+1 5=4+1 6=5+1 7=6+1 8=7+1
N2 1 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0
N1 [ ] 4=2+2 5=3+2 6=4+2 7=5+2 8=6+2
N0 [ ]
2 9=2+7 14=5+9 20=9+11 27=14+13 35=20+15
N3 1 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0
N2 [ ] 4=1+3 5=2+3 6=3+3 7=4+3 8=5+3
N1 [ ]
2 9=0+9 14=2+12 20=5+15 27=9+18 35=14+21
N0 [ ]
3 16=0+16 30=2+28 50=7+43 77=16+61 112=30+82
N4 1 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0
N3 [ ] 4=0+4 5=1+4 6=2+4 7=3+4 8=4+4
N2 [ ]
2 9=0+9 14=0+14 20=2+18 27=5+22 35=9+26
N1 [ ]
3 16=0+16 30=0+30 50=2+48 77=7+70 112=16+96
N0 [ ]
4 25=0+25 55=0+55 105=2+103 182=9+173 294=25+269
N5 1 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0
N4 [ ] 4=0+4 5=0+5 6=1+5 7=2+5 8=3+5
N3 [ ]
2 9=0+9 14=0+14 20=0+20 27=2+25 35=5+30
N2 [ ]
3 16=0+16 30=0+30 50=0+50 77=2+75 112=7+105
N1 [ ]
4 25=0+25 55=0+55 105=0+105 182=2+180 294=9+285
N0 [ ]
5 36=0+36 91=0+91 196=0+196 378=2+376 672=11+661
Table 2. One-loop degrees of freedom for p-gon power-counting in 2–6 dimensions.
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1.3.3 Bases for Theories Defined within  of an Integer Dimension
So far we have been discussing one-loop integrand bases in integer dimensions, d∈N+.
Even though this integer-dimensional basis counting is interesting in its own right,
from a practical point of view it may be desirable to have an analogous construction
in the context of dimensional regularization.8 To this end, the first goal will be
to upgrade the definitions of eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) to include the extra-dimensional
loop-momentum components. In particular, we are interested in a situation, where
loop momenta are defined in d−2 spacetime dimensions and all external particle
momenta and polarizations are defined in strictly-integer-d spaceitme dimensions
(see e.g. [86]). Therefore, we schematically decompose each loop momentum `i (with
an eye towards possible generalizations to higher loops) according to
`i =: ̂`i + ~µi with ̂`i∈Rd and ~µi∈R−2 (1.45)
where the extra-dimensional components are orthogonal to the integer-dimensional
loop momentum, ̂`i·~µj=0 for all i,j. Moreover, requiring that the external states live
in the integer-dimensional space, we have that ~µi·pa=0 for all external momenta (and
similarly for external polarizations). Thus, the only new, extra-dimensional Lorentz
invariants that appear in integrand construction would be the so-called ‘µ-terms’
defined via
~µi ·~µj =: −µ2ij . (1.46)
(When discussing one loop, we will drop these indices—leaving only µ2.)
In the context of generalized unitarity, it has been known for some time (see
e.g. the discussion in [68]) that the extra-dimensional pieces of amplitude integrands
can be obtained from unitarity cuts in higher, integer-dimensional spacetimes. This
of course raises the question of how many extra dimensions are required; but as
we will see, it also raises important questions about how to organize integrands by
power-counting in order to represent integrands in various quantum field theories.
To make the stakes clear, we may ask: if it were known that a theory’s un-
regulated amplitude integrands are representable in terms of p-gon power-counting
integrands in d dimensions, is it true that, when regulated in dim-reg, this the-
ory’s amplitude integrands are still representable in a p-gon power-counting basis?
For example, it is known that unregulated amplitude integrands in (for the present
argument, say planar) sYM are representable in terms of integrands with box power-
counting; once regulated, is this still true?
8Note that we work in a dimensional regularization scheme where the external states must lie
in strictly-integer-d spacetime dimensions. Examples of such schemes are the ‘t Hooft Veltman
scheme [32], the dimensional reduction scheme [84], and the four-dimensional helicity scheme [85],
but not the conventional dimensional regularization scheme [82], where all momenta and states are
continued away from an integer dimension.
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For the sake of concreteness and illustration, let us first restrict ourselves to the
case of one loop. For integrands in d−2 dimensions the µ-terms can be obtained from
a (d+1)-dimensional analysis by noting that ~µ must span a single-dimensional space
spanned by the basis element ‘ê−2’: for one loop, we may identify ~µ := `·ê−2. Notice
that this is structurally identical to merely assuming that ê−2 spans one additional
spacetime direction. Thus, we know that any d-dimensional theory’s amplitudes may
be represented in dimensional regularization in terms of a basis of (d+1)-dimensional
loop integrands. Are the regulated amplitudes of sYM representable in terms of a
p=4 power-counting basis in 5-dimensions?
If we were to use the na¨ıve definition of power-counting of eq. (1.14), then the
Lorentz-invariant monomial µ2 would scale identically as `2= ̂`2−µ2. However, as
argued at the end of section 1.1.2, our space would treat these two cases differently—
as µ2 /∈[` ] while (̂`2−µ2)∈[` ]. In our setup, µ2∈[` ]2, so that we would declare integrands
involving this bare monomial to have worse power-counting. The fact that µ2 should
be considered to have worse power-counting than (̂`2−µ2) is not merely semantic:
the space [` ]d+1 involves µ
2, but only in a very specific (and very precise) way: in
combination with ̂`2.
All existing representations of dimensionally-regulated one-loop amplitude inte-
grands in sYM specifically make use of the bare monomial µ2 (see e.g. [4, 5, 7]) times
pentagons (and higher). As such, these representations do not satisfy our notion of
having p=4 power-counting in 5 dimensions. It would be highly non-trivial (and
somewhat surprising) if our more restrictive definition of box power-counting could
still be used to represent these amplitudes. In a forthcoming work [87], it will be
shown that this is in fact the case: all regulated amplitude integrands of sYM can
be represented in the more restrictive space of 4-gon power-counting integrands in 5
dimensions, as we have defined them here.
Beyond one loop, the new Lorentz invariants (1.46) would appear to require
some
(
L+1
2
)
new degrees of freedom introduced into loop integrands. This could be
achieved by simply constructing integrands in d+
(
L+1
2
)
spacetime dimensions. But
surely this is overkill! Is it obvious that we cannot do better? It remains an important
open—and directly answerable—question of what spacetime dimension is required to
represent dimensionally-regulated amplitudes in any given theory. It would be very
worthwhile to address this question using some of the known expressions for regu-
lated amplitude integrands that exist in the literature for sYM [88–94], supergravity
[88, 90–93, 95, 96], or even the recently studied two-loop four-graviton amplitude in
pure GR [97].
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2 Building Bases of Integrands at Two Loops
The construction of loop integrand bases at two loops turns out to be consid-
erably more subtle and interesting than at one loop. The principal reason for this
is that there are fundamentally non-planar integrands, and hence no obviously pref-
erential ‘routing’ of loop momenta.9 Moreover, different choices of loop momentum
routing can have a severe effect on how integrand bases would be stratified by more
pragmatic approaches. We will see how this works in detail below.
In this section, we clarify our general basis-building strategy and apply our ideas
to the case of two-loop bases built for theories defined in various spacetime dimen-
sions. We will start in section 2.1 with a generalization of our loop integrand formal-
ism to two loops; in particular, we introduce notation for describing vector-spaces
of generic two-loop Feynman integrals with loop-dependent numerators constructed
from inverse propagators. In section 2.2 we apply these ideas to describe the ‘0-gon
power-counting basis’ of two loop integrands in d dimensions, and we will show how
to better understand and generalize the results of [25].
2.1 Two-Loop Integrand Bases: Basic Building Blocks
In this subsection, we first introduce the labeling of two-loop graphs in terms of
their propagator structure, before examining the basic numerator building blocks in
2.1.2, both of which generalize our one-loop discussions above.
2.1.1 Loop-Dependent Denominators: Vacuum/Skeleton Graphs
The topology of any two-loop Feynman graph can be characterized by three numbers:
Γ[a,b,c] ⇔ (2.1)
The numbers {a,b, c} indicate how many (loop-momentum-dependent-)propagators
differ only by external momentum flowing into the graph. Just as there is no pref-
erential routing for the undetermined loop momenta, these labels have no natural
ordering. That being said, we choose to write representative graphs using the con-
vention that b≤ c≤ a, where the indices have been colored merely to direct the eye.
None of the counting we perform in this section depends on this choice, it just gives
us a convenient way to label graphs.
It is not hard to see that these indices fully characterize the loop-dependent
propagator structure of any two loop Feynman diagram, and similar conventions for
such graphs have been used by others, see e.g. [68, 98]. To be clear, we allow any of
these indices to vanish—corresponding to product topologies. Some simple examples
of these include
9Recall that the routing of loop momenta corresponds to a particular solution to momentum
conservation at every vertex, expressed as a function of L loop momentum variables `i.
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Γ[1,1,1]⇔ Γ[4,0,4]⇔ Γ[4,1,3]⇔ (2.2)
which have been called elsewhere ‘sunrise’, ‘kissing-boxes’, and ‘penta-box’ inte-
grands, respectively.
In order to write a rational expression for Γ[a,b,c], we would require either (modest)
redundancy or some (ephemeral) choice of loop momentum routing. Redundantly,
we could choose to write
Γ[a,b,c]⇔ 1
(` A|Q1) · · · (` A|Qa)(` B|R1) · · · (` B|Rb)(` C|S1) · · · (` C|Sc) (2.3)
subject to the constraint that `A + `B + `C ∈Rd; or we may solve this condition of
momentum conservation and eliminate one of the three classes of loop momenta.
When required in the following, we choose to solve momentum conservation and
associate `A = `1 with a-type propagators, `C = `2 with c-type propagators, and
`B = `1−`2 with b-type propagators. Furthermore, unless otherwise specified, we
assume all Qi, Rj and Sk in eq. (2.3) to be distinct; in a later discussion, however,
we will drop this requirement and also allow for ‘doubled-propagator’ graphs which
can be relevant for two-loop amplitudes—depending on renormalization scheme (see
e.g. [99] for the absence of certain residues for integrals with doubled-propagators in
the on-shell scheme).
In d spacetime dimensions, it should be clear from our one-loop discussion that
we mostly need to consider integrand topologies with d+1 propagators of either a, b,
or c type, as any topology with more propagators can be trivially reduced by one-
loop methods (at the cost of worsening the power-counting). As we will see shortly,
for p<d-gon power-counting we can reduce the number of topologies relevant for
two-loop integrands even further. In order to make this discussion more transparent,
let us first mention the relevant building blocks for the numerator structures.
2.1.2 Loop-Dependent Numerators: Notation and Biases for Bases
In order to discuss the general structure of two-loop numerators, we generalize our
initial discussion of the fundamental one-loop numerator objects from section 1.1.2.
We have argued that it is most natural to express loop-dependent numerators in
terms of generalized inverse propagators
[`]d = spanQ {(`|Q)} , Q∈Rd (2.4)
with loop-momentum independent coefficients. Following our discussion of the two-
loop propagator structure in the previous subsection, it is natural to define the
associated two-loop numerator building blocks
[`A]d := spanQ{(`A|Q)}(' span{1, `A ·ê1, . . . , `A ·êd, `2A}) ,
[`B]d := spanR {(`B|R)}(' span{1, `B ·ê1, . . . , `B ·êd, `2B}) ,
[`C ]d := spanS {(`C |S)}(' span{1, `C ·ê1, . . . , `C ·êd, `2C}) .
(2.5)
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Since individual numerator polynomials [`i]
k
d are basically one-loop objects, we may
refer back to our one-loop discussions for more details on their properties.
In the following section, we will discuss integrand bases (with ‘0-gon power-
counting’) consisting of graphs Γ[a,b,c] with numerator-spaces constructed directly as
products of these factors—for example,
Γ[3,1,3]⇔ with numerator N0
(
Γ[3,1,3]
)
= [`A]
3[`B]
1[`C ]
3 . (2.6)
However, one novelty that will arise when we consider bases with better power-
counting is that we must also consider vector-spaces of numerators constructed as
sums of these objects. For example, we may consider an integrand
Γ[3,1,3]⇔ with numerator N3
(
Γ[3,1,3]
)
= [`A][`C ]⊕[`B] (2.7)
—which would be appropriate for 3-gon power-counting, as we will define below.
Such sums of vector-spaces never appear at one loop, for the simple reason that
[`]j⊕[`]k⊂ [`]max(j,k).
Consider for example the sum of two vector-spaces
rank([`i]d⊕[`j]d) , for i 6= j, i, j∈{A,B,C} . (2.8)
Each space individually has rank[`i]d=(d+2). However, the rank of the combination
(2.8) is a little less trivial. One might think that the linear span of the two spaces
would add independently resulting in a combined rank of 2(d+2) for (2.8); however,
this would double-count the constant ‘1’ shared by both pieces. Eliminating this
over-counting, one can easily verify that the above rank([`i]d⊕ [`j]d) = 2(d+2)−1.
Going one step further, we can consider the combined rank of all three numerator
factors,
rank
(
[`A]d⊕[`B]d⊕[`C ]d
)
= ? (2.9)
Besides over-counting the constant term, we now encounter a subtlety with momen-
tum conservation. As mentioned above, the three loop-momenta `A, `B, and `C are
not all independent but satisfy a d-dimensional momentum conservation constraint.
In fact, adding this third numerator factor only adds a single basis element:
rank
(
[`A]d⊕ [`B]d⊕[`C ]d
)
= 2(d+ 2) . (2.10)
In the particular choice of routing introduced above, this counting can be understood
as the combination of `2i for i=1, 2, the 2×d angles of the two independent loop
momenta `1 ·ê1, . . . , `1 ·êd, `2 ·ê1, . . . , `2 ·êd, the constant term ‘1’, as well as the angle
between the two loop-momenta, which is proportional to `1 ·`2. Note that, just as in
our one-loop discussion, besides `2i , the only new degree-two-in-components element
spanned by [`1]⊕[`1−`2]⊕[`2] is `1 ·`2; all other other linear combination of terms
(`1 ·êi)(`2 ·êj) would be assigned to numerators with higher power-counting.
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2.2 Integrand Bases with ‘0-gon’ Power-Counting in d Dimensions
Before diving into the general discussion and some of the subtleties with defin-
ing the two-loop version of p-gon power-counting in the following subsection 2.3, we
would like to discuss the conceptually straightforward case of 0-gon power-counting
that is relevant for theories such as the Standard Model. Here, we restrict our discus-
sion to an integer-dimensional setup, but we expect that a suitable generalization of
our one-loop implementation of a dimensional regularization friendly basis including
µ-terms should be possible as well.
2.2.1 Vector-Spaces of Loop-Dependent Numerators
As alluded to above, the rule for writing down the relevant numerator space for
0-gon power-counting is extremely simple to state: for any propagator structure
characterized by the three indices a, b, and c in Γ[a,b,c], we write exactly the same
number of generalized inverse propagators in the numerator. As such, the numerator
is given by a monomial in terms of [`A][`B][`C ]
Γ[a,b,c]↔N0
(
Γ[a,b,c]
)
:= [`A]
a[`B]
b[`C ]
c . (2.11)
Let us give one concrete example to make the above definition abundantly clear,
Γ[4,2,2]⇔ ↔N0(Γ[4,2,2]) := [`A]4d[`B]2d[`C ]2d . (2.12)
The logic behind this rule should be apparent: as any propagator involving `i
approaches infinity, every numerator in the vector-space (2.11) will cancel all the
propagators involving `i. Thus, at infinite loop momentum, these integrands scale
like a constant—or, a 0-gon.
A key advantage of discussing 0-gon power-counting is the extremely simple
graph-theoretic rule on how to construct the associated numerator space to start
with. The next non-trivial part of this analysis is to determine how many of the
resulting numerators are linearly independent. As we have seen in our simple linear
example in the previous subsection 2.1.2, there are intricate dependencies that only
become more involved due to various completeness relations. Of course, computing
the rank of linearly independent basis vectors is a ‘simple’ linear algebra problem that
can, however, become prohibitive for sufficiently large graphs in higher dimensions
as the ranks of the associated matrices grow.
In the particular case of 0-gon power-counting, where the numerator ansatz
is a simple monomial, we were able to find closed form formulae for the ranks
f0d(a, b, c) := rank
(
[`A]
a
d[`B]
b
d[`C ]
c
d
)
of the integrand spaces in integer dimensions d≤4
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for arbitrary values of a,b and c.10
f01(a,b,c) =1+2s1+4s2 ,
f02(a,b,c) =(1+s1+s2)
2,
f03(a,b,c) =
1
36
[
36+12s31+29s
2
2+4s
3
2+s
2
1(54+26s2)+3s3(9+4s3)
+s2(61+18s3)+s1(78+9s2(9+2s2)+22s3)
]
,
f04(a,b,c) =
1
144
[
(1+s1+s2)(4+2s1+s2)
2(9+3s1+s2)
+2(4+2s1+s2)(7s1+4(3+s2))s3+(15+8s1+4s2)s
2
3
]
,
(2.13)
written in terms of symmetric polynomials
s1 := (a+b+c) , s2 := (ab+bc+ca) , s3 := abc . (2.14)
These expressions were obtained by writing a polynomial ansatz in a,b,c and match-
ing this with the boundary one-loop-square cases when one of the indices is zero.
Furthermore to fix the remaining ambiguity, we matched the ansatz with explic-
itly calculated off-shell ranks. Leftover rank ‘data’ was then used as a nontrivial
cross-check of eqs. (2.13).
As written, it is not clear that the ranks eqs. (2.13) are integer, but it turns out
that they indeed are. It would be interesting to find a group-theoretic interpreta-
tion of these formulae analogous to the interpretation of the one-loop ranks as the
dimensions of symmetric traceless tensors of sod+2.
2.2.2 Organizing Loop-Dependent Numerators by Contact Topologies
Having counted the dimensionality of the relevant numerator spaces, it is straightfor-
ward to write down an arbitrary representative basis that fills up the full rank space.
In the following, however, we will argue that there is again a natural organization of
the numerators in terms of contact-terms and top-level degrees of freedom analogous
to eqs. (1.29) and (1.35):
fpd(a,b,c) := rank
[
Np
(
Γ[a,b,c]
)]
=: f̂pd(a,b,c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
top rank
+
∑
(i,j,k)>~0
(
a
i
)(
b
j
)(
c
k
)
f̂pd(a− i, b− j,c− k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
contact-term rank
. (2.15)
This is very similar to the case at one loop. And as with one loop, this formula
requires boundary data to solve—namely, which integrands are given numerators ‘1’.
10We thank Andrew McLeod for help with finding these formulae.
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As we will see, this boundary data is provided by our definition of ‘scalar’ p-gon
power-counting integrands discussed in the following subsection.
The recursive rank formula (2.15) can be interpreted directly as giving us a rule
for constructing the corresponding vector-spaces of numerators
Np
(
Γ[a,b,c]
)
=: N̂p
(
Γ[a,b,c]
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
top-level numerators
(2.16)
⊕
(i,j,k)>~0
[
(` A|Qa1) · · · (` A|Qai)
][
(` B|Qb1) · · · (` B|Qbj)
][
(` C|Sc1) · · · (` C|Sck)
]
N̂p
(
Γ[a−i,b−j,c−k]
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
contact-term numerators
This makes it clear that (2.15) requires that the vector-spaces appearing in (2.16)
are all mutually independent. This will be true whenever p<d.
In order to stratify the relevant loop-dependent numerators for all two-loop inte-
grand topologies, we propose a bottom-up strategy: first identify graphs with ‘scalar’
numerators—those with the fewest propagators for a given p—and work our way up-
wards. In doing so, we have full control over the relevant numerator spaces of all
contact-terms of more complicated graphs. Together with our general counting for-
mulae in eq. (2.13) it is then easy to compute the top-level degrees of freedom of
a given graph. Alternatively, one can also compute the top-level rank of a given
numerator by evaluating the span of numerators on the maximal cut [83] surface
of a given topology. In d≤4, we have pursued both strategies and independently
confirmed the various numerator ranks, which also serves as a nontrivial cross-check
of our closed form expressions (2.13).
After these general considerations, it is perhaps instructive to return to 0-gon
power-counting and demonstrate how integrand decomposition works for a few con-
crete examples. Recall that for our definition of 0-gon power-counting, the basic
integrand topology has no propagator and is solely given by a loop-momentum inde-
pendent normalization. (Of course, in dimensional regularization all these topologies
correspond to power-divergent integrals that integrate to zero and therefore are usu-
ally not considered. However, for building bases of integrands, these topologies are
relevant.) Therefore, we assign
Γ[0,0,0]⇔• with N0
(
Γ[0,0,0]
)
:= 1 (2.17)
a single degree of freedom to this topology. Going up in the number of propagators,
the next topology to consider is a tadpole, where one loop is completely pinched
and the other loop has a single propagator. In this case, we write down a single
numerator factor
Γ[1,0,0]⇔ with N0
(
Γ[1,0,0]
)
:= [`A]
1 . (2.18)
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Specifying to d=4 for concreteness, we have f04(1,0,0) = 6. Γ[1,0,0] is of course a one-
loop graph and we know how to decompose its 6 total numerator degrees of freedom:
6=5+1 represents 5 top-level degrees of freedom and 1 contact term.
Next we consider the tadpole×tadpole graph whose numerator is given by the
two one-loop numerator factors
Γ[1,0,1]⇔ with N0
(
Γ[1,0,1]
)
:= [`A]
1[`C ]
1 (2.19)
In d=4, this numerator has f04(1, 0, 1)=36 total degrees of freedom that can be
decomposed into 36 = 25 +2×5+1: 25 top-level degrees of freedom together with 11
contact-terms that we have identified with degrees of freedom for its daughters’ Γ[1,0,0]
and Γ[0,0,0].
With these arguably trivial one-loop type examples in hand, we can now discuss
an honest irreducible two-loop graph
Γ[1,1,1]⇔ with N0
(
Γ[1,1,1]
)
:= [`A]
1[`B]
1[`C ]
1 . (2.20)
In four dimensions, Γ[1,1,1] has f04(1,1,1)=181 total degrees of freedom that are decom-
posable into 3×25 degrees of freedom of Γ[1,0,1] topologies, 3×5 Γ[1,0,0] and 1 degree of
freedom obtained by pinching all three propagators leading to a single Γ[0,0,0]. Adding
up all the contact degrees of freedom constitutes 91 of the 181 degrees of freedom in
Γ[1,1,1], leaving 90 top-level degrees of freedom for the sunrise integral:
f04(1,1,1) = rank
d=4
[
N0
(
Γ[1,1,1]
)]
= rank
{
[`A]
1
4[`B]
1
4[`C ]
1
4
}
= 181 = 90+91 . (2.21)
As mentioned above, the same number of top-level degrees of freedom can alter-
natively be obtained by evaluating the numerators N[1,1,1] on the triple-cut surface
`2A = `
2
B = `
2
C = 0 and checking the remaining matrix rank.
Proceeding in a similar fashion, we can explicitly stratify the bases of integrands
for all other two-loop topologies. As one might guess from our iterative description,
this algorithm is extremely suitable for automation in available computer-algebra
systems to allow for an efficient rank counting. We will not give the complete answer
to the counting problem here, but defer a detailed presentation of our results to
Table 3, which also includes similar results for different degrees of power-counting in
various dimensions.
Like in our one-loop discussion, where we had found that all pentagon inte-
grands (and integrands with more propagators) become reducible in d=4 beyond
4-gon power-counting, we find that the basis of integrands of two-loop topologies is
completely spanned by contact-terms beyond some number of propagators for any
given power-counting. Whenever this happens, we deem such a topology reducible
and we do not discuss it further. In particular, for the 0-gon power-counting under
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consideration in this section, this appears in d=4 for integrands with more than 8
propagators or whenever a single loop-momentum a, b, or c appears in more than 4
propagators. More generally, we find that (for p<d-gon power-counting), all graphs
with more than d×L propagators are reducible. (Notice that the number of prop-
agators at two loops is simply a+b+c.) There is one notable exception to this rule
involving propagator-renormalization graphs that we discuss separately in 2.4.1.
2.3 Defining ‘p-gon Power-Counting’ at Two Loops
As with one loop, we will start our analysis of two-loop integrands without any
restriction to the dimension of spacetime. One striking difference between one and
two (or more) loops is that it will no longer be so obvious to describe the ‘power-
counting’ of an integrand beyond p=0: due to the lack of a natural origin in loop
momentum space, the na¨ıve definition given for one loop is no longer sufficient.
Consider, for example, the two-loop graph
. (2.22)
For this integrand, how many propagators involve the loop momenta `1,`2? Possible
answers include {4,3},{5,4}, or {5,3}, as can be seen by re-drawing the graph in
three ways:
or . (2.23)
This problem seems artificial in the planar case, if only because there is always a
(seemingly) natural prescription for how to route the loop momenta of a planar
graph—namely, according to the faces of the plane11 graph. To be clear: we define
the routing of loop momenta of an L loop diagram to be a choice of L simple cycles
whose union encompasses all edges of the graph.
When we consider diagrams that are not planar, we are forced to reckon with the
fact that there is no intrinsic (or even obviously preferential) choice of routing. We
are using the example (2.22) in order to emphasize that this problem affects planar
diagrams as well.
Minimally, this indicates that more care is required to discuss the ‘power-counting’
of an integrand. Another example which will help illustrate our point would be the
following:
↔ . (2.24)
11Recall that a planar graph is one which admits a plane embedding. A plane graph is one
endowed with a particular embedding. If a graph is planar, its plane embedding is unique provided
the graph’s edge-connectivity is 3 or greater. The easiest example of a planar graph which admits
multiple plane embeddings is a (2-edge-connected) graph which includes as a sub-diagram a loop-
correction to a propagator.
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While this example could be interpreted as four propagators involving `1 and four
propagators involving `2, no one would overlook the fact that this integral contains
a bubble! As such, it would seem absurd to assign this integral a power-counting of
two box-integrals. One solution to this problem (especially to combat the example
in (2.24)) would be to declare that any routing must consist of cycles of ‘minimal’
length—by some metric of ordering on cycle sets. This feels like a dangerous approach
to us, as at asymptotically large loop order, there would seem to be no natural way
to ordering the ‘minimality’ of large collections of loops (and very little reason to
believe that, choosing some way to order choices for routing, that degeneracies of
choice would behave similarly).
Thus, we are forced to face the problem that there would seem to be no intrinsi-
cally obvious way to assign ‘power-counting’ to a multi-loop (especially non-planar)
Feynman integrand. However, in the following, we will put forward one suggestion
of an intrinsically graph-theoretic way to define power-counting.
2.3.1 ‘Scalar’ p-gon Integrands at Two Loops
Our basic strategy for defining integrands p-gon power-counting follows from the
recursive definition of how integrand numerators get stratified by contact-terms ac-
cording to (2.16). That is, we will define a vector-space of numerators for a given
graph relative to its contact-terms. For example, suppose that we wanted to con-
struct a space of integrands that all behave exactly like the ‘scalar’ integrand
. (2.25)
Adding any new propagators together with each new propagator’s vector-space of
inverse propagators in the numerator will clearly result in an integrand that behaves
like (2.25). Graphically, integrands that ‘scale like Γ[2,0,2] (at infinity)’ would include , , , , , . . .
 . (2.26)
It is easy to see that this defines numerators for all integrands that contain Γ[2,0,2]
as a contact-term. This may or may not be a useful vector-space of integrands to
define, as there may be no interesting quantum field theories whose amplitudes are
expressible in this space.
This rule can easily be generalized to construct numerators for integrands that
scale like one or more of a list of ‘scalar’ integrands (at infinity): we simply add the
vector-spaces of loop-dependent monomials assigned to each integrand as dictated by
each of a given set of the scalars (which are obtainable as edge contractions relative
to the graph) from a given list. Thus, we may take any subset of graphs to be
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given ‘scalar’ numerators ‘1’, and thereby define an infinite set of integrands with
more propagators which scale like one or more of the graphs from this list. The only
missing ingredient is to define the space of integrands to be taken to be scalar. It
should also be clear that this rule generalizes to arbitrary loop order.
Our proposal for integrands assigned scalar numerators for p-gon power-counting
is as follows.
Definition: a scalar p-gon is any integrand having girth p, such that
all its daughters—graphs obtained by single edge-contractions—have
girth <p.
We denote the space of p-gon power-counting scalars at L loops by SLp . Recall
that the girth of a graph is the length of its shortest cycle. This definition clearly
generalizes to any loop-order.
At two loops, it is quite easy to list the scalar p-gons for any p. For example,
1-gon power-counting scalars S21 :=


2-gon power-counting scalars S22 :=
 ,

3-gon power-counting scalars S23 :=
 ,

4-gon power-counting scalars S24 :=
 , ,

5-gon power-counting scalars S25 :=
 , ,

(2.27)
and so on. Assigning ‘scalar’ numerators ‘1’ to each of these integrands allows us to
define spaces of integrands that behave asymptotically like one or more of these.
It is clear that this definition is purely graph theoretic, and provides us with a
precise rule for assigning vector-spaces of numerators to every graph that contains
one or more of the scalar graphs as contact-terms. Moreover, it is clear that these
vector-spaces are defined without respect to the dimension of spacetime (although
the sizes of these vector-spaces, and the degree to which these spaces are spanned by
contact-terms will, of course, depend strongly on the dimension of spacetime).
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2.3.2 Two-Loop Numerators Relative to Scalar p-gon Integrands
Given this definition of scalar p-gon integrands, we may follow the rule described
above to construct the vector-space of p-gon power-counting integrands—those inte-
grands which are constructed explicitly to scale like one or more of the scalar p-gons
at infinite loop momentum. That is, we assign any graph that is a parent of a scalar
graph, ΓΣ∈SLp , a numerator consisting of the inverse propagators associated with
the edge-set in the quotient of Γ relative to Σ; if there are multiple Σ∈SLp , we add
the vector-spaces of loop-dependent numerators for each. Let us illustrate this rule
with a number of concrete examples.
Consider the graph Γ[2,1,2]; what numerator would be assigned to this Feynman
integrand for various power-countings? Because Γ[2,1,2]∈S23, it would be assigned the
numerator ‘1’ for 3-gon power-counting. For 2-gon (or ‘bubble’) power-counting, it
is easy to see that Γ[2,1,2]Γ[2,0,2]∈S22 and also Γ[2,1,2]Γ[1,1,1]∈S22. Thus,
N2
(
Γ[2,1,2]
)
= span
{
⊕
= span
{
[`B ] ⊕︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
[`A][`C ]
}
.︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
}
(2.28)
Now, the total rank of this space varies with dimension, as does the breakdown of
this vector-space into top-level degrees of freedom and contact-terms. Specifically,
we find
in d=2 : rank
(
[`B]2⊕ [`A]2[`C ]2
)
= 16 = 3+13;
in d=3 : rank
(
[`B]3⊕ [`A]3[`C ]3
)
= 25 = 8+17;
in d=4 : rank
(
[`B]4⊕ [`A]4[`C ]4
)
= 36 = 15+21;
(2.29)
and so-on. To be clear, the breakdown of N2
(
Γ[2,1,2]
)
into top-level degrees of free-
dom and contact-terms in any number of dimensions follows (recursively) via the
definitions (2.15) and (2.16).
For 1-gon power-counting, the numerators assigned to Γ[2,1,2] would be given as
the sum of three monomials:
N1
(
Γ[2,1,2]
)
= span
{
⊕
= span
{
[`A][`B ][`C ]⊕
⊕
[`A]
2[`C ] ⊕ [`A][`C ]2
}
.︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
}
(2.30)
As before, we can easily decompose the ranks (and breakdowns) of these vector-
spaces in various dimensions:
in d=2 : rank
(
[`A]2[`B]2[`C ]2⊕[`A]22[`C ]12⊕[`A]12[`C ]22
)
= 63 = 0+63;
in d=3 : rank
(
[`A]3[`B]3[`C ]3⊕[`A]23[`C ]13⊕[`A]13[`C ]23
)
= 131 = 16+115;
in d=4 : rank
(
[`A]4[`B]4[`C ]4⊕[`A]24[`C ]14⊕[`A]14[`C ]24
)
= 229 = 49+180 .
(2.31)
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For one further illustration of how this works, consider the case of Γ[3,2,3]. For
p-gon power-counting with p=0, . . . ,4, we would have integrands built according to
B0⊃
{ }
B1⊃
{
⊕ ⊕
}
B2⊃
{
⊕ ⊕ ⊕
}
B3⊃
{
⊕ ⊕ ⊕
}
B4⊃
{
⊕
}
.
(2.32)
These examples illustrate how for any power-counting p we may decorate all graphs
that are parents of subsets of SLp with vector-spaces of loop-dependent numerators.
2.4 Two-Loop Integrand Bases in Various Dimensions
2.4.1 Exempli gratia: p-gon Power-Counting Bases in d-Dimensions (d≤4)
In Table 3 we have summarized the bases for non-product topologies relevant for
d=2,3,4 dimensions for p-gon power-counting through p=4. In Table 3, we have
written ‘[1]’, ‘[1−2]’, and ‘[2]’ for [`A], [`B], and [`C ], respectively. (We do not list
product topologies, as their numerator-spaces are entirely dictated by the breakdown
of one-loop degrees of freedom.)
As the reader will recall from one loop, the case of p=d is a non-typical case.
Thus, Table 3 does not include the complete list of topologies relevant for 4-gon
power-counting in 4 dimensions. In addition to the product topologies—Γ[4,0,5] and
Γ[5,0,5]—whose degrees of freedom (1 top-level degree of freedom for each) follow from
one loop results, there are three additional integrand structures that need to be
included to make the basis complete. These integrands are
N4: [`A][`C ]⊕[`B] [`A]2[`C ]⊕[`A][`B] [`A][`B][`C ]⊕[`A]2⊕[`B]2⊕[`C ]2
ranks:
d=4
36=3+33 120=2+118 181=1+180
(2.33)
(In each of these examples it is interesting to notice that the total numerator space is
spanned by the first monomial: [`B]⊂ [`A][`C ], [`A][`B]⊂[`A]2[`C ], [`A]2⊂[`A][`B][`C ],
and so-on.)
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tensor numerator structure Np total numerator rank= top rank contact terms
for p-gon power-counting d=2 d=3 d=4
Γ[1,1,1]
N2 1 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0
N1 [1]⊕[2]⊕[1−2] 8=5+3 10=7+3 12=9+3
N0 [1][1−2][2] 49=12+37 103=42+61 181=90+91
Γ[2,1,1]
N2 [1] 4=2+2 5=3+2 6=4+2
N1 [1]
2⊕[1][2]⊕[1][1−2] 24=4+20 38=13+25 55=24+31
N0 [1]
2[1−2][2] 100=4+96 263=37+226 552=127+425
Γ[3,1,1]
N2 [1]
2 9=0+9 14=2+12 20=5+15
N1 [1]
3⊕[1]2[2]⊕[1]2[1−2] 48=0+48 95=6+89 164=24+140
N0 [1]
3[1−2][2] 169=0+169 533=10+523 1305=79+1226
Γ[2,1,2]
N3 1 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0
N2 [1−2]⊕[1][2] 16=3+13 25=8+17 36=15+21
N1 [1]
2[2]⊕[1][2]2⊕[1][1−2][2] 63=0+63 131=16+115 229=49+180
N0 [1]
2[1−2][2]2 196=0+196 644=24+620 1612=149+1463
Γ[3,1,2]
N3 [1] 4=1+3 5=2+3 6=3+3
N2 [1]
2[2]⊕[1][1−2] 36=0+36 70=4+66 120=17+103
N1 [1]
3[2]⊕[1]2[2]2⊕[1]2[1−2][2] 120=0+120 312=4+308 650=39+611
N0 [1]
3[1−2][2]2 324=0+324 1273=4+1269 3710=77+3633
Γ[2,2,2]
N4 1 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0
N3 [1]⊕[2]⊕[1−2] 8=2+6 10=4+6 12=6+6
N2 [1]
2⊕[2]2⊕[1−2]2⊕[1][1−2][2] 49=0+49 103=8+95 181=32+149
N1 [1]
2[1−2][2]⊕[1][1−2][2]2⊕[1][1−2]2[2] 143=0+143 391=8+383 822=60+762
N0 [1]
2[1−2]2[2]2 361=0+361 1479=8+1471 4401=122+4279
Γ[4,1,1]
N2 [1]
3 16=0+16 30=0+30 50=2+48
N1 [1]
4⊕[1]3[2]⊕[1]3[1−2] 80=0+80 191=0+191 385=8+377
N0 [1]
4[1−2][2] 256=0+256 941=0+941 2636=18+2618
Γ[4,1,2]
N3 [1]
2 9=0+9 14=0+14 20=2+18
N2 [1]
3[2]⊕[1]2[1−2] 64=0+64 150=0+150 300=6+294
N1 [1]
4[2]⊕[1]3[2]2⊕[1]3[1−2][2] 195=0+195 609=0+609 1480=10+1470
N0 [1]
4[1−2][2]2 484=0+484 2210=0+2210 7356=14+7342
Γ[3,1,3]
N4 1 1=1+0 1=1+0 1=1+0
N3 [1−2]⊕[1][2] 16=0+16 25=3+22 36=8+28
N2 [1]
2[2]2⊕[1][1−2][2] 81=0+81 196=0+196 400=16+384
N1 [1]
3[2]2⊕[1]2[2]3⊕[1]2[1−2][2]2 224=0+224 725=0+725 1796=24+1772
N0 [1]
3[1−2][2]3 529=0+529 2480=0+2480 8400=32+8368
Γ[3,2,2]
N4 [1] 4=1+3 5=2+3 6=3+3
N3 [1]
2⊕[1][2]⊕[1][1−2] 24=0+24 38=3+35 55=10+45
N2 [1]
3⊕[1][2]2⊕[1][1−2]2⊕[1]2[1−2][2] 100=0+100 263=0+263 552=22+530
N1 [1]
3[1−2][2]⊕[1]2[1−2][2]2⊕[1]2[1−2]2[2] 255=0+255 865=0+865 2157=30+2127
N0 [1]
3[1−2]2[2]2 576=0+576 2811=0+2811 9706=42+9664
Γ[4,1,3]
N4 [1] 4=0+4 5=1+4 6=2+4
N3 [1]
2[2]⊕[1][1−2] 36=0+36 70=0+70 120=4+116
N2 [1]
3[2]2⊕[1]2[1−2][2] 144=0+144 420=0+420 1000=4+996
N1 [1]
4[2]2⊕[1]3[2]3⊕[1]3[1−2][2]2 360=0+360 1394=0+1394 4020=4+4016
N0 [1]
4[1−2][2]3 784=0+784 4264=0+4264 16470=4+16466
Γ[4,2,2]
N4 [1]
2 9=0+9 14=0+14 20=2+18
N3 [1]
3⊕[1]2[2]⊕[1]2[1−2] 48=0+48 95=0+95 164=4+160
N2 [1]
4⊕[1]2[2]2⊕[1]2[1−2]2⊕[1]3[1−2][2] 169=0+169 533=0+533 1305=4+1301
N1 [1]
4[1−2][2]⊕[1]3[1−2][2]2⊕[1]3[1−2]2[2] 399=0+399 1613=0+1613 4676=4+4672
N0 [1]
4[1−2]2[2]2 841=0+841 4750=0+4750 18676=4+18672
Γ[3,2,3]
N4 [1−2]⊕[1][2] 16=0+16 25=2+23 36=7+29
N3 [1−2]2⊕[1]2[2]⊕[1][2]2⊕[1][1−2][2] 63=0+63 131=0+131 229=8+221
N2 [1]
3[2]⊕[1][2]3⊕[1]2[1−2][2]2⊕[1][1−2]2[2] 196=0+196 644=0+644 1612=8+1604
N1 [1]
3[1−2][2]2⊕[1]2[1−2][2]3⊕[1]2[1−2]2[2]2 440=0+440 1839=0+1839 5412=8+5404
N0 [1]
3[1−2]2[2]3 900=0+900 5216=0+5216 20836=8+20828
Table 3. Two-loop integrands’ loop-dependent numerators Np for p-gon power-counting,
and the breakdown of their ranks into top rank and contact-terms in various dimensions.
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These additional topologies required for 4-gon power-counting in 4 dimensions
suffer from the same problem we saw for the 4-gon power-counting pentagons at one
loop: they are topologically over-complete. By this we mean that when we include all
graphs of these topologies we find that these integrands satisfy non-trivial relations
among themselves. It is interesting to note how this over-completeness manifests
itself (and can be cleverly avoided) in the case of the planar integrands at two loops.
The degrees of freedom associated with the product topologies Γ[4,0,4], Γ[4,0,5], and
Γ[5,0,5] can all be re-cast as non-contact degrees of freedom attached to Γ[4,1,4]. This
can easily be understood from the viewpoint of cuts: these topologies can all be
seen as necessary to match the 4 chiral solutions to the kissing-box cuts, and it is
clear that we can match all four using just Γ[4,1,4], if this integrand were assigned
4 top-level degrees of freedom. This is precisely what was done in ref. [100–102]
at two loops: by excluding the product topologies from the basis, a topologically
complete—and importantly, not over-complete—basis of planar, two-loop integrands
with 4-gon power-counting was constructed (and used to represent all two-loop am-
plitude integrands of planar sYM). We do not know of any similarly clever choice of
assigning non-planar degrees of freedom to two-loop integrands in (2.33).
One final comment worth mentioning is that the breakdown of integrand nu-
merators into top-level degrees of freedom and contact-terms depends on there be-
ing generic (and non-zero) momentum flowing into every necessary external edge
indicated (by a solid wedge attached to the vertex of a graph). When there are
conspiracies amongst the momenta, or when some momenta vanish, some of the
propagators can become doubled, and their corresponding degrees of freedom must
change slightly. Dealing with this subtlety requires a small aside.
Si Opus Sit: Exceptional Cases Requiring Modest Refinement
In many renormalization schemes, amplitudes require integrands that involve loop-
corrections to propagators—or otherwise integrands involving doubled propagators12
(see e.g. [99] for possible exceptions). These integrands must be handled with some
care, as our combinatorial rules discussed above relied upon an assumption of gen-
erality among the propagators of a given integrand. This rule is enforced by our
conventions requiring that solid wedges of momenta flowing into a graph are all
generic and non-vanishing, while dashed wedges of external momenta can be taken
to be zero. Thus, all the propagators in
, (2.34)
12Applying unitarity-based ideas to determine the coefficients of such integrands can be subtle,
but some technology does exist to deal with this case; see for example refs. [103] or [104].
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for example, are distinct. This is true even if the momentum flowing into the bot-
tom, ‘optional’ external edge of the graph were taken to be zero. However, if the
momentum flowing into the top of the graph were to become zero as well as in
(2.35)
then, as a rational function of loop momentum, the integrand would be indistinguish-
able from
∼ . (2.36)
This example may seem like a purely academic concern, but it affects the breakdown
of total numerator degrees of freedom into top-level and contact-terms—and has
a knock-on effect for many graphs that include (2.35) among their contact-terms.
Moreover, this can render otherwise reducible integrands suddenly irreducible.
Consider for example case of bubble (2-gon) power-counting in d=4. In the
generic case of Γ[2,1,1] shown in (2.34), it is easy to see that its 6 total numerator
degrees of freedom from [`A]4 decompose into 4 top-level degrees of freedom and 2
contact-terms. In the degenerate case, there is only a single contact term, leaving us
now with 5 top-level numerators.
Consider now the degenerate case of Γ[3,1,1] —also for bubble power-counting in
d=4. It would be assigned a numerator of [`A]
2
4 with 20 total degrees of freedom.
In this case, some of its contact-terms would be the non-degenerate (2.34), while
others would be the degenerate case. A simple exercise shows that
rank
d=4
[
N2
( )]
= 20 = 9+11 , (2.37)
instead of the usual breakdown of 20=5+15 of the generic case of Γ[3,1,1]. Continuing
in this manner, we would discover that
rank
d=4
[
N2
( )]
= 105 = 0+105 while rank
d=4
[
N2
( )]
= 105 = 2+103 .
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3 Building Bases of Integrands at Three Loops
Following such detailed one- and two-loop discussions above, we will be more
telegraphic in our description of our main results at three loops. From what we have
seen previously, it is fairly straightforward to generate a basis of integrands at higher
loops guaranteed to be big enough for quantum field theories such as the Standard
Model in any fixed number of dimensions. Amplitudes in such (renormalizable)
theories can be represented in a basis with 0-gon power-counting, as this basis will
include literally every Feynman diagram.
The much harder—and more subtle (and interesting)—problem is how to con-
struct and organize bases of integrands with better -than-0-gon power-counting such
that the amplitudes of interesting quantum field theories can be represented. Take
for example maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (sYM). Amplitudes in
this theory are widely expected to be representable in terms of integrands with ‘box
power-counting’ in 4 dimensions; but until now, there has been no precise definition
of such an integrand basis beyond the planar limit.
In this section, we describe the basic ingredients required to describe integrand
bases at three loops, and summarize what is found in the case of 3-gon power-
counting in 4 dimensions. This particular case is interesting because this basis should
span all maximally transcendental (another poorly defined notion) functions—as
integrands with bubble power-counting are expected to universally have less than
maximal transcendental weights.13 Thus, the basis we describe here should suffice
to represent all scattering amplitudes in sYM beyond the planar limit.
3.1 Three-Loop Integrand Bases: Basic Building Blocks
3.1.1 Loop-Dependent Denominators: Ladders and Wheels
At three loops, the Feynman propagator structures of all integrands can be classified
as ‘wheel’ or ‘ladder’ type topologies. Specifically, let us define
W (a1,a2,a3)(b1,b2,b3)⇔ ,L(a1,a2)(b1,b2)(c1,c2) ⇔ .(3.1)
The color-coding above is merely to help guide the eye toward notational meaning
and conventions. To be clear, these two classes overlap for degenerate configurations.
To disambiguate such cases, we conventionally require that none of the indices of a
13Providing a precise definition of transcendental weight is complicated by the need for non-
polylogarithmic integrands in general. See e.g. [105–109].
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wheel integral vanish. For example, one can easily see thatW (a,b,c)(d,e,0) 'L(a,e)(d,b)(0,c) is a
graph isomorphism. Because of this, we choose to identify all degenerate wheels as
instances of (degenerate) ladders.
In addition to the overlap in name-space for the degenerate wheels and ladders,
there are additional redundancies among the labels associated with standard graph
isomorphisms. These are the analogues of the permutation-invariance among the
indices {a, b, c} labeling the two-loop graphs Γ[a,b,c]. When no indices vanish, the
wheel integrands enjoy 24 symmetric relabelings, and the ladders enjoy 16 relabelings
corresponding to the sizes of the automorphism groups of the graphs drawn in (3.1),
respectively. (There are more symmetries for certain degenerate configurations; for
example: L(a,b)(c,d)(0,0) is permutation-invariant in its four non-zero labels.) As before,
we could in principle solve the momentum conservation constraints and write all
topologies in terms of three independent loop momenta, e.g.
`1
`2
`3
`
2 −
`
1
1`
−
3`
`3−`2 and `1
`2
`3
` 1
−`
2
`
3 −
`
2
. (3.2)
Often, we will only make use of graph theoretic notions of the relevant numerator
spaces; however, when we actually compute the ranks of various numerator spaces,
we do solve momentum conservation explicitly as indicated above.
3.1.2 Loop-Dependent Numerators: Open Problems
By dressing each of the propagators of each type (3.1) with the corresponding space
of generalized inverse-propagators, and specifying the dimension of spacetime, one
may construct a complete basis of loop integrands sufficient to reproduce scattering
amplitudes (to arbitrary multiplicity) in many theories. The total ranks of these
spaces of numerators, however, grow very large; and we have not found a closed
formula for them as we did at two loops (for dimensions less than five) in eq. (2.13).
Analogous three-loop formulae would involve six indices and could be written
w0d(a1, . . . , b3) = rank
(
[`1]
a1 [`2]
a2 [`3]
a3 [`3−`2]b1 [`1−`3]b2 [`2−`1]b3
)
,
l0d(a1, . . . , c2) = rank
(
[`1]
a1 [`1−`2]a2 [`2]c1+c2 [`3]b1 [`3−`2]b2
)
.
(3.3)
Again, it would be desirable to find a group-theoretic expression for the relevant
numerator ranks similar to the simple one-loop expression in (1.16).
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3.2 The Three-Loop Triangle Power-Counting Basis for Four Dimensions
Despite lacking a general rank count at three loops, however, it seems like a
good idea to tackle this general problem in stages, starting with an integrand basis
suitable for a theory with ‘good’ power-counting, such as sYM. In four dimensions,
the best-case would probably correspond to ‘box’ power-counting p=4. But as with
lower loops, there are good reasons to consider instead the space of integrands with
next-to-optimal power-counting. In four dimensions, this corresponds to triangles.
Why should we be interested in three loop integrands with triangle power-
counting? After all, we expect that the best quantum field theories (in terms of
ultraviolet behavior) should be expressible in terms of boxes. The answer is the
same as at lower loops: insisting on integrands with box power-counting forces us to
include topologies with more than 4L propagators, and such integrands generically
satisfy relations that must be eliminated. In the best case scenario, these redundan-
cies can be excluded by throwing out entire topological classes of integrands—as was
(accidentally) the case for two loops in the planar limit. We suspect that such a strat-
egy is doomed in general; but as with the concrete examples provided in refs. [79, 80],
we suspect that nice integrand formulae exist for sYM beyond the planar limit even
if we use a basis of integrands with next-to-optimal (namely, p=3) power-counting.
Recall that our definition of p-gon power-counting (in any number dimensions,
and any loop-order) starts with a definition of scalar integrands SLp . Recall that this
consists of all vacuum graphs with girth p, such that all single-edge quotients have
lower girth.
At three loops and 3-gon power-counting, the set of scalars S33 is given byW(1,1,1)(1,1,1)
,
L(3,0)(0,3)(1,2)
,
L(3,0)(0,3)(0,3)
,
L(3,0)(1,2)(1,1)
,
L(3,0)(2,2)(0,1)
,
L(2,1)(1,2)(0,1)
,
L(2,1)(2,2)(0,0)
. (3.4)
Notice that all but the first, sixth, and seventh of these are product-topologies. As
always, there are multiple ways to label each of these graphs; the labeling we have
chosen should be viewed as representative.
Having defined our basic scalar 3-gon power-counting topologies, we proceed
to construct the numerator spaces for integrands with more propagators. The basic
setup is almost identical to our more detailed two-loop discussion, which is why we are
going to be relatively brief here. We need not dwell on the numerator decomposition
of any product topologies, as their decomposition will follow trivially from our one-
and two-loop discussions above. As before, we find that all (generic) integrands
with more than 12=3×4 propagators are entirely decomposable; the ranks for these
numerator spaces quoted below were obtained mostly from direct construction.
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Although the construction of p-gon power-counting numerator spaces follows
directly from our discussion at two loops, it may be helpful to illustrate the non-
triviality of this construction with a couple examples. Consider the ladder and wheel
integrands,
L(3,1)(2,2)(1,2) = , W(3,2,1)(2,1,1) = . (3.5)
For each of these topologies, the numerator space is defined as the product of trans-
lated inverse propagators for all sets of edges that, upon their collapse, would lead to
an element of S33 in (3.4). From these spaces, the total rank may be computed (by
brute force) in any number of dimensions, and the breakdown into top-level degrees
of freedom and contact-terms follows recursively by analogy with (2.15) at two loops.
For the ladder example in (3.5), we would find the total numerator vector-space
to be given by
[1−2][2][2−3] ⊕ [1−2][2][3] ⊕︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
[1−2][2][2−3] ⊕ [1−2][2][3] ⊕ [1−2][2]2 ⊕︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
[1][2]2[2−3] ⊕ [1][2]2[3] ⊕︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
[1][2]3︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
resulting in a loop-dependent numerator of
N3
(
L(3,1)(2,2)(1,2)
)
:= [1−2][2][2−3]⊕[1−2][2][3]⊕[1−2][2]2⊕[1][2]2[2−3]⊕[1][2]2[3]⊕[1][2]3. (3.6)
This vector-space is the same in any number of dimensions, but its size and break-
down into contact-terms depends strongly on d. In four dimensions, it can readily
be confirmed that∣∣∣N3(L(3,1)(2,2)(1,2) )∣∣∣= rankd=4 ([1−2][2][2−3]⊕[1−2][2][3]⊕[1−2][2]2⊕[1][2]2[2−3]⊕[1][2]2[3]⊕[1][2]3)
= 984 = 32+952 . (3.7)
Thus, even though the total rank of the numerator space is 984, the number of
degrees of freedom that are honestly associated to the L(3,1)(2,2)(1,2) topology is 32 and
therefore relatively small.
For the wheel example in (3.5), we would find its numerator constructed accord-
ing to the scalar contact-term topologies,
[1]2[2][2−3]⊕︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
[1−2][1−3] ⊕︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
[1][1−2][2−3]⊕ [1][2][1−3] ⊕ [1][2][1−2] ⊕ [1][2][3] ⊕ [1][2]2 ⊕ [1]2[3] ⊕︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
[1][3][1−2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺
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resulting in a loop-dependent vector-space of numerators given by
N3
(
W(3,2,1)(2,1,1)
)
:= [1]2[2][2−3]⊕[1−2][1−3]⊕[1][1−2][2−3]⊕[1][2][1−3]
⊕[1][2][1−2]⊕[1][2][3]⊕[1][2]2⊕[1]2[3]⊕[1][3][1−2].
(3.8)
As always, this vector-space for 3-gon power-counting is the same for all spacetime
dimensions. In d=4,∣∣∣N3(W(3,2,1)(2,1,1))∣∣∣= rankd=4 ([1]2[2][2−3]⊕[1−2][1−3]⊕[1][1−2][2−3]⊕[1][2][1−3]
⊕[1][2][1−2]⊕[1][2][3]⊕[1][2]2⊕[1]2[3]⊕[1][3][1−2]
)
= 864 = 64+800 . (3.9)
As with the ladder example, we find that, although the total numerator space is
quite large, the number of top-level degrees of freedom is comparatively small.
For both of these examples—and all the other topologies relevant to triangle
power-counting in four dimensions at three loops—these ranks were computed in
two different ways. First, we computed the total rank by literally constructing the
vector-spaces defined as in (3.6) and (3.8), for example, and determining the rank
by brute force and determining the break-down into contact-terms according to the
recursive definition analogous to (2.15) at two loops. Secondly, we determined the
top-level degrees of freedom of each topology by constructing the total vector-spaces
and determining the rank spanned on the maximal cut of the graph; and we used
this data for all subtopologies of each graph to (recursively) infer the total rank of
the space of numerators. That these two strategies produced the same rank counts
gives us confidence in their correctness.
Following this procedure, we were able to construct numerator spaces and their
breakdowns into top-level degrees of freedom an contact-terms for all graphs with
as many as 12(=d×L) propagators at three loops. We also verified that all graphs
with more than 12 propagators are entirely decomposable into contact-terms. The
results of our analysis are summarized in Tables 4, 5, and 6 and also attached as
Mathematica notebook in the ancillary files of this work’s submission to the arXiv.
Similarly to our two-loop discussion in section 2.4.1 there can be exceptional cases
of highly degenerate leg ranges where additional topologies are required (that we do
not list explicitly here).
As mentioned above, this basis of integrands should be sufficient to match the
four-dimensional integrand of all-multiplicity scattering amplitudes in maximally su-
persymmetric (N=4) sYM at three loops beyond the planar limit. As discussed in
the following section, the brute-force construction of these vector-spaces is still quite
far from providing us with a ‘nice’ set of loop-integrand numerators suitable for the
efficient representation of scattering amplitudes. Below, we describe the features de-
sirable in a nice choice of basis elements—which goes well beyond the scope of our
present analysis.
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W(2,2,2)(2,2,2)
23471=52+23419
W(3,2,1)(3,2,1)
15534=40+15494
W(3,2,2)(2,1,2)
17254=36+17218
W(3,3,1)(2,2,1)
14703=32+14671
W(3,2,2)(3,1,1)
13230=32+13198
W(3,2,2)(1,2,2)
15589=28+15561
W(3,3,2)(1,2,1)
11873=24+11849
W(3,3,1)(1,3,1)
10045=24+10021
W(3,3,3)(1,1,1)
8000=16+7984
W(4,2,2)(2,1,1)
10290=16+10274
W(4,2,1)(2,2,1)
11486=16+11470
W(4,2,1)(3,1,1)
8670=16+8654
W(3,3,2)(1,1,2)
9959=16+9943
W(3,2,2)(1,1,3)
10492=16+10476
W(4,3,2)(1,1,1)
6000=8+5992
W(4,3,1)(1,2,1)
6730=8+6722
W(4,3,1)(2,1,1)
7146=8+7138
W(4,1,1)(4,1,1)
5060=8+5052
W(4,2,2)(1,1,2)
8104=8+8096
W(4,2,1)(2,1,2)
9046=8+9038
W(2,2,2)(1,2,2)
5645=118+5527
W(3,2,1)(2,2,1)
4589=92+4497
W(3,2,2)(2,1,1)
4008=80+3928
W(2,3,1)(1,3,1)
3229=68+3161
W(2,2,2)(1,1,3)
3696=60+3636
W(3,2,2)(1,1,2)
3459=56+3403
W(3,3,1)(1,2,1)
2759=44+2715
W(3,3,2)(1,1,1)
2400=40+2360
W(4,2,1)(2,1,1)
2264=20+2244
W(4,1,1)(3,1,1)
1784=20+1764
W(4,2,2)(1,1,1)
1800=16+1784
W(4,2,1)(1,2,1)
1929=16+1913
W(3,3,1)(1,1,2)
1612=8+1604
W(4,3,1)(1,1,1)
1000=4+996
W(4,2,1)(1,1,2)
1305=4+1301
W(2,2,1)(2,2,1)
1381=132+1249
W(2,2,2)(1,1,2)
1154=100+1054
W(3,2,1)(2,1,1)
864=64+800
W(3,2,1)(1,2,1)
783=54+729
W(3,2,2)(1,1,1)
720=52+668
W(3,1,1)(3,1,1)
640=46+594
W(3,2,1)(1,1,2)
552=22+530
W(3,3,1)(1,1,1)
400=16+384
W(4,1,1)(2,1,1)
434=12+422
W(4,2,1)(1,1,1)
300=6+294
W(2,2,1)(1,2,1)
241=57+184
W(2,2,2)(1,1,1)
216=52+164
W(2,2,1)(1,1,2)
181=32+149
W(3,1,1)(2,1,1)
161=28+133
W(3,2,1)(1,1,1)
120=17+103
W(4,1,1)(1,1,1)
50=2+48
W(2,1,1)(2,1,1)
43=19+24
W(2,2,1)(1,1,1)
36=15+21
W(3,1,1)(1,1,1)
20=5+15
W(2,1,1)(1,1,1)
6=4+2
Table 4. Three-loop wheel integrand topologies consistent with triangle power-counting,
and the decomposition of their numerators into top-level and contact-term ranks.
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L(3,2)(2,3)(1,1)
7951=32+7919
L(3,2)(1,3)(1,2)
3900=16+3884
L(3,2)(2,2)(1,2)
5146=16+5130
L(3,3)(1,3)(1,1)
4932=16+4916
L(3,3)(2,2)(1,1)
6835=16+6819
L(4,1)(2,3)(1,1)
4580=16+4564
L(2,2)(2,2)(1,3)
2921=8+2913
L(2,2)(2,2)(2,2)
2921=8+2913
L(3,1)(1,3)(1,3)
1800=8+1792
L(3,1)(1,3)(2,2)
1800=8+1792
L(3,1)(2,2)(1,3)
2310=8+2302
L(3,1)(2,2)(2,2)
2310=8+2302
L(4,1)(1,3)(1,2)
2400=8+2392
L(4,1)(1,4)(1,1)
2400=8+2392
L(4,1)(2,2)(1,2)
3280=8+3272
L(4,2)(1,3)(1,1)
3900=8+3892
L(4,2)(2,2)(1,1)
5518=8+5510
L(3,2)(2,3)(0,2)
7951=32+7919
L(3,3)(2,3)(0,1)
8978=32+8946
L(3,2)(1,3)(0,3)
3900=16+3884
L(3,2)(2,2)(0,3)
5146=16+5130
L(3,3)(1,3)(0,2)
4932=16+4916
L(3,3)(2,2)(0,2)
6835=16+6819
L(4,1)(2,3)(0,2)
4580=16+4564
L(4,1)(3,3)(0,1)
4580=16+4564
L(4,2)(2,3)(0,1)
6846=16+6830
L(2,2)(2,2)(0,4)
2921=8+2913
L(3,1)(1,3)(0,4)
1800=8+1792
L(3,1)(2,2)(0,4)
2310=8+2302
L(4,1)(1,3)(0,3)
2400=8+2392
L(4,1)(1,4)(0,2)
2400=8+2392
L(4,1)(2,2)(0,3)
3280=8+3272
L(4,2)(1,3)(0,2)
3900=8+3892
L(4,2)(1,4)(0,1)
3280=8+3272
L(4,2)(2,2)(0,2)
5518=8+5510
L(4,3)(1,3)(0,1)
3900=8+3892
L(4,3)(2,2)(0,1)
5867=8+5859
L(3,3)(3,3)(0,0)
8117=16+8101
L(4,2)(3,3)(0,0)
5800=16+5784
L(4,1)(3,4)(0,0)
2400=8+2392
L(4,2)(2,4)(0,0)
3964=8+3956
L(3,2)(2,2)(1,1)
1964=52+1912
L(3,2)(1,3)(1,1)
1374=44+1330
L(2,2)(2,2)(1,2)
1313=36+1277
L(3,1)(2,2)(1,2)
984=32+952
L(3,1)(1,3)(1,2)
720=28+692
L(4,1)(2,2)(1,1)
1100=20+1080
L(4,1)(1,3)(1,1)
720=16+704
L(3,2)(1,2)(1,2)
650=8+642
L(3,3)(1,2)(1,1)
822=8+814
L(2,2)(1,2)(1,3)
385=4+381
L(2,2)(1,2)(2,2)
385=4+381
L(3,1)(1,2)(1,3)
300=4+296
L(3,1)(1,2)(2,2)
300=4+296
L(4,1)(1,2)(1,2)
400=4+396
L(4,2)(1,2)(1,1)
650=4+646
L(3,2)(2,3)(0,1)
2364=64+2300
L(3,2)(2,2)(0,2)
1964=52+1912
L(3,3)(2,2)(0,1)
2135=48+2087
L(3,2)(1,3)(0,2)
1374=44+1330
L(3,3)(1,3)(0,1)
1374=40+1334
L(2,2)(2,2)(0,3)
1313=36+1277
L(3,1)(2,2)(0,3)
984=32+952
L(3,1)(1,3)(0,3)
720=28+692
L(4,1)(2,2)(0,2)
1100=20+1080
Table 5. (1/2) Three-loop ladder integrand topologies consistent with triangle power-
counting, and the decomposition of their numerators into top-level and contact-term ranks.
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L(4,1)(2,3)(0,1)
1100=20+1080
L(4,2)(2,2)(0,1)
1600=20+1580
L(4,1)(1,3)(0,2)
720=16+704
L(4,2)(1,3)(0,1)
984=16+968
L(3,2)(1,2)(0,3)
650=8+642
L(3,3)(1,2)(0,2)
822=8+814
L(2,2)(1,2)(0,4)
385=4+381
L(3,1)(1,2)(0,4)
300=4+296
L(4,1)(1,2)(0,3)
400=4+396
L(4,1)(1,4)(0,1)
400=4+396
L(4,2)(1,2)(0,2)
650=4+646
L(4,3)(1,2)(0,1)
650=4+646
L(3,2)(3,3)(0,0)
1928=48+1880
L(4,2)(2,3)(0,0)
1294=20+1274
L(4,1)(3,3)(0,0)
720=16+704
L(4,1)(2,4)(0,0)
400=4+396
L(2,2)(2,2)(1,1)
481=56+425
L(3,1)(2,2)(1,1)
330=42+288
L(3,1)(1,3)(1,1)
216=30+186
L(3,2)(1,2)(1,1)
229=18+211
L(2,2)(1,2)(1,2)
164=14+150
L(3,1)(1,2)(1,2)
120=12+108
L(4,1)(1,2)(1,1)
120=6+114
L(2,1)(1,2)(1,3)
50=2+48
L(2,1)(1,2)(2,2)
50=2+48
L(2,2)(2,2)(0,2)
481=56+425
L(3,2)(2,2)(0,1)
548=54+494
L(3,1)(2,2)(0,2)
330=42+288
L(3,2)(1,3)(0,1)
330=36+294
L(3,1)(1,3)(0,2)
216=30+186
L(3,2)(1,2)(0,2)
229=18+211
L(3,3)(1,2)(0,1)
229=16+213
L(2,2)(1,2)(0,3)
164=14+150
L(3,1)(1,2)(0,3)
120=12+108
L(4,1)(2,2)(0,1)
240=12+228
L(4,1)(1,2)(0,2)
120=6+114
L(4,1)(1,3)(0,1)
120=6+114
L(4,2)(1,2)(0,1)
164=6+158
L(2,1)(1,2)(0,4)
50=2+48
L(3,2)(2,3)(0,0)
419=38+381
L(3,1)(3,3)(0,0)
216=26+190
L(4,2)(2,2)(0,0)
270=12+258
L(4,1)(2,3)(0,0)
120=6+114
L(2,2)(1,2)(1,1)
55=16+39
L(3,1)(1,2)(1,1)
36=11+25
L(2,1)(1,2)(1,2)
20=5+15
L(2,2)(2,2)(0,1)
125=36+89
L(3,1)(2,2)(0,1)
72=20+52
L(2,2)(1,2)(0,2)
55=16+39
L(3,2)(1,2)(0,1)
55=13+42
L(3,1)(1,2)(0,2)
36=11+25
L(3,1)(1,3)(0,1)
36=9+27
L(2,1)(1,2)(0,3)
20=5+15
L(4,1)(1,2)(0,1)
20=2+18
L(3,2)(2,2)(0,0)
86=20+66
L(3,1)(2,3)(0,0)
36=9+27
L(4,1)(2,2)(0,0)
20=2+18
L(2,1)(1,2)(1,1)
6=4+2
L(2,2)(1,2)(0,1)
12=7+5
L(2,1)(1,2)(0,2)
6=4+2
L(3,1)(1,2)(0,1)
6=3+3
L(2,2)(2,2)(0,0)
17=9+8
L(3,1)(2,2)(0,0)
6=3+3
L(2,1)(1,2)(0,1)
1=1+0
L(2,1)(2,2)(0,0)
1=1+0
Table 6. (2/2) Three-loop ladder integrand topologies consistent with triangle power-
counting, and the decomposition of their numerators into top-level and contact-term ranks.
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4 Open Problems and Future Directions
4.1 The Importance of Choosing Bases Wisely
The primary objective of this paper has been the enumeration and stratification
of integrand bases from purely graph-theoretic considerations. Specifically, we have
shown how one can determine (by direct construction) the number of independent
integrands for all relevant topologies necessary to express large classes of scattering
amplitudes at one, two, and three loops in various spacetime dimensions. However,
to construct a particular representation of an amplitude requires a choice of basis
and therefore one is required to select specific loop-momentum dependent numer-
ators for each topology. Of course, we require those numerators to fill up the full
numerator rank associated to a given integrand topology for a given power-counting
and spacetime dimension. Implementing this procedure in an efficient (and elegant)
way is an important open question with no obvious or unique answer. For the par-
ticular case of sYM at two loops in four spacetime dimensions, one arguably nice
representation has been the subject of our related work [79, 80]. In order to give the
reader another example of the substantial benefits gained from our basis partitioning
described in this work, we consider some simple examples of an explicit basis con-
struction. Furthermore, we comment on some statements (though not completely
general) regarding ‘desirable’ basis choices in this section.
One strategy for basis construction is to follow the analysis done for three loops.
Namely, construct arbitrary representatives of all basis elements, and use a computer
algebra package (such as Mathematica) to construct the independent vector-spaces
by brute force. This method is not far from what was followed in traditional strategies
of basis construction such as OPP [21, 44]; it does furnish us with a valid and complete
basis of loop integrands in which scattering amplitudes can be expressed, and these
can be further refined according to certain criteria, see e.g. [52, 53].
The rank tables included in our present work provide the structure of the numer-
ators consistent with a given power-counting and therefore allow the straightforward
construction of such numerators. As an example, consider the integral topology Γ[2,2,2]
at two loops in d=4 spacetime dimensions, with triangle (i.e. 3-gon) power-counting
with five massless external legs:
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
`1
`2
. (4.1)
For triangle power-counting, we would have a loop-momentum-dependent numerator
given by [1]⊕[1−2]⊕[2]. According to Table 3, the dimension of this total numerator
space is 12, which can easily be seen to split into 6 top-level (non-contact) numerators
and 6 additional contact-term numerators—those that are proportional to one of the
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six inverse propagators of Γ[2,2,2] leading to Γ[2,1,2] topologies. Concretely, the space is
spanned by numerators of the form
N3
(
Γ[2,2,2]
)
= span
d=4
{
[`1]⊕[`1−`2]⊕[`2]
}
. (4.2)
As described earlier, there are many ways in which to choose representative bases of
numerators, although the rank counting obviously does not depend on any particular
choice. For the particular loop-momentum routing shown in (4.1), one fairly arbitrary
choice for the 6 non-contact numerators would be14
N̂3
(
Γ[2,2,2]
)
= span
{
1, (` 1|p2), (` 1|p4), (` 2|p2), (` 2|p4), (` 1−`2|p2+p4)
}
. (4.3)
(Notice that none of these generalized inverse propagators are propagators of the
graph in (4.1).) To determine the coefficients of these six integrands in the expansion
of some amplitude under consideration requires the solution of a 6×6 linear system.
If one is not careful in defining integrands that have Γ[2,2,2] as subtopology, the linear
system can become even larger since one has to take integrand topologies with more
propagators into account. However, in the method of maximal cuts (see e.g. [83])
their coefficients are taken to be fixed by appropriate unitarity cuts so that one is
still left with only 6 unknowns.
While this example is of course fairly trivial, analogous linear algebra problems
quickly become prohibitive as the sizes of integrand bases grow. Therefore, it is
clearly desirable to choose ‘nice’ numerators—which partially pre-diagonalize the
linear system we need to solve to represent amplitudes. These could be numera-
tors designed to vanish at particular points in loop-momentum space, making the
calculation of their coefficients (often) completely trivial. There is a considerable
amount of literature on this subject—see e.g. [26, 79, 80, 102]—although many open
questions remain. In the context of sYM amplitudes, we studied some of these inte-
grands extensively and constructed special numerators which diagonalized the system
completely [79, 80] by demanding that the numerators vanished at certain special
kinematic points, thus implementing the prescriptive unitarity method of [26].
While we are not yet able to extend this approach to all integrand topologies for
arbitrary power-counting, there are cases for which particular numerators help make
various properties of amplitudes more manifest. For example, for the Γ[2,2,2] topology,
there exist certain chiral numerators [101] which provide a different (not necessarily
better) basis choice for the 6 non-contact degrees of freedom in N̂3
(
Γ[2,2,2]
)
:
N̂3
(
Γ[2,2,2]
)
= span
{
(` 1|`∗1,1), (` 1|`∗1,2), (` 2|`∗2,1), (` 2|`∗2,2), (` 1−`2|`∗12,1), (` 1−`2|`∗12,2)
}
(4.4)
14For 4-gon power-counting, this integrand topology has only a single numerator and appears in
the context of sYM with a special (loop-momentum independent) normalization [39]. It was later
shown that this integrand satisfies a generalized ‘directional dual-conformal invariance’ [110] which
has further implications on the analytic structure of the result after integration [111].
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where `∗x,i can be chosen as the i=1,2 cut-solutions to the following cut equations
`∗1,i↔
{
`21 = (`1 + p1)
2 = (`1 + p1 + p3)
2 = (`1− p5)2 = 0
}
,
`∗2,i↔
{
`22 = (`2 + p3)
2 = (`2 + p3 + p5)
2 = (`2− p1)2 = 0
}
, (4.5)
`∗12,i↔
{
(`1−`2−p3−p4)2 = (`1−`2+p1+p2)2 = (`1−`2+p2)2 = (`1−`2−p4)2 = 0
}
.
In spinor-helicity notation, they may be written as `∗1,1=
〈13〉
〈35〉λ5λ˜1, `
∗
2,1=
〈35〉
〈51〉λ1λ˜3, and
`∗12,1=
〈15〉
〈13〉λ3λ˜5. The `
∗
x,i=2 solutions are obtained from these by replacing λi↔λ˜i and
〈 · 〉↔[ · ]. Of course, our choice of chiral numerators is also somewhat arbitrary and
different definitions of `∗x,i would have worked just as well.
As we will explain shortly, these chiral numerators are suitable to ameliorate
certain IR singularities that can be present otherwise, and therefore represent better
choices than the arbitrary choices in (4.3). In the following subsection, we discuss
some of the criteria by which good integrand bases could be chosen more wisely.
4.2 Choosing Bases According to Analytic Properties of Integrals
It would be desirable to establish a link between the choice of numerators to
the analytic properties of the results of integration. In particular, the connections
between IR divergences, transcendentality, and the behavior of integrands (and their
numerators) on generalized unitarity cuts has been studied extensively from several
perspectives [16, 38, 39, 100, 102, 102, 112–114], and we have learned some important
lessons. Moreover, there is mounting evidence that good integrands—those with
wisely chosen numerators—are much easier to integrate directly (see e.g. [74–78]).
For example, it is well understood that IR divergences arise from soft and
collinear regions in loop-momentum space (see e.g. [115]). Therefore, it is desirable
to choose as many numerators as possible to vanish fast enough in precisely these
regions so that the resulting integral is IR finite. In fact, a significant fraction of the
chiral numerators introduced in [101] satisfy this property, which will undoubtedly
render them useful in determining analytic expressions for amplitudes.
Another desirable aspect of loop integrands regards their differential structure.
Indeed, many loop integrands can be chosen such that they may be expressed directly
in dlog-form [37, 37, 38]; specifically, this is the case when an integrand only has
logarithmic dx/x poles throughout its cut structure. When this is the case, it is
widely expected that—at least in most cases15—the result of loop integration will be
a polylogarithmic function of maximal transcendentality. On the other hand, if there
are double (or higher) poles in the cut structure, then the post-integration result is
expected to contain terms of lower transcendentality; see e.g. the discussion of the
one-loop bubble integral in d=4 in [38].
In the remainder of this subsection, we elaborate on these general features and
discuss their connection to the results of this work.
15Counterexamples exist that involve certain square roots in the arguments of the dlog forms
which can lead to more complicated functions [116]. We thank Claude Duhr for interesting discus-
sions on this point.
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Manifesting Infrared Divergences and Infrared Finiteness
The example given above for the integrand topology Γ[2,2,2] illustrates an important
point: we can often explicitly construct numerators for a given integral topology
which eliminate IR poles—provided we are using a basis with sufficiently high power-
counting. If the power-counting is limited, we can nonetheless use whatever freedom
we have to attempt to eliminate at least a subset of IR singularities.
Let us return briefly to the example of the integrand topology Γ[2,2,2] described
above. For this example, there are potential collinear divergences in three regions:
where `1∼p1, where `2∼p3, or where `1−`2−p3−p4∼p5. It is easy to see that the
numerators we chose in (4.5) were each designed to eliminate one of the three IR
divergent regions. However, with only 3-gon power-counting, we would only be
allowed to insert a single inverse propagator, making it impossible to make this
integral IR finite in all regions. For example, the chiral numerator
(` 1|`∗1,1) =
(
`1− 〈13〉〈35〉λ5λ˜1
)2
→ 0 as `1→αλ1λ˜1 (4.6)
vanishes in the collinear region `1∼p1 but does not do anything to help the other two
IR-divergent regions. Similar statements hold for the other five numerators given in
(4.5). An interesting open problem is to count, for a given integral topology, space-
time dimension and power-counting, the number of independent numerators that give
rise to IR-finite integrals; and moreover, to partition the remaining (IR divergent)
part of the basis into subspaces according to particular degrees of divergence after
integration. For example, one could imagine constructing integrands that give rise
to divergences of a particular degree 1/k in dimensional regularization. This parti-
tioning was resolved in the planar sector at two loops by some of the authors [102],
and each IR divergent integral was linked directly to a particular soft or collinear
residue of a scattering amplitude’s integrand.
Why might such a decomposition be useful? Physically, the sorting of integrands
according to their IR structure can help organize and recognize the expected intricate
divergence structure in non-abelian gauge theory [117–125] from the start. On the
other hand, from an integration point of view, it has already been pointed out why
one might prefer an IR finite basis of master integrals, see e.g. [126]. Instead of
shifting dimensions or doubling propagators, we would construct such a basis by
designing appropriate loop-momentum-dependent numerators that eliminate all IR-
divergences. Of course, actually achieving this goal must be left to future work.
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Polylogarithmic Poles and Integral Transcendentality
There is a close connection between the types of singularities of integrands and
the degree of transcendental functions which result from integration. As mentioned
above, integrands with only logarithmic singularities which can always in principle
be written in d log form, are expected to yield maximally transcendental functions,
while the presence of multiple poles indicates a drop in transcendentality.
Simple examples of integrals with only logarithmic singularities include the scalar
box and triangle integrals at one loop in four dimensions:{
,
}
. (4.7)
It is quite easy to see that taking any sequence of residues of the above integrands
will always result in simple poles. This agrees with the well-known fact that both
integrands integrate to functions of maximal transcendental weight—namely, Li2
and log2 functions. Moreover, there turns out to be a simple change of variables
which makes this structure manifest. For the scalar box with propagators (` |Qi), the
integrand can be re-written as
d4`
(Q1|Q3)(Q2|Q4)
(`|Q1)(`|Q2)(`|Q3)(`|Q4) =
1
2
dlog
(` |Q1)
(`|Q2)dlog
(`|Q2)
(`|Q3)dlog
(`|Q3)
(`|Q4)dlog
(`|`∗1)
(`|`∗2)
, (4.8)
where `∗1,2 are the two solutions to the cut equations (`|Qi)=0, i∈{1,2,3,4}. Although
checking whether or not the poles of any given integrand are logarithmic on all cuts
is in principle straightforward (see [127, 128] for possible practical subtleties), finding
an explicit (or compact) dlog-form for such an integrand remains something of an
art, and no general procedure for obtaining this transformation is currently available
(but see [127, 128] for a partial-fraction strategy—which, unfortunately, often yields
rather unwieldy expressions for the dlog forms).
If an integrand involves higher-order poles like dx/x2 in its cut structure, it is
empirically the case that the degree of transcendentality of the resulting integral
after integration drops. In particular, this may mean it is a mixture of pieces with
different transcendental weights. These higher-order poles can be located either in
the UV region, corresponding to large loop momenta, `→∞, or in the IR region,
corresponding to poles of higher degree in the denominator. The simplest example
of the former type of pole is the scalar bubble integral at one loop in d=4. While
the off-shell integrand does not have any poles of degree greater than one, when
evaluated on the unitarity cut `2=(`+p1+p2)
2=0, the integral becomes
p12 p34
`
∣∣∣
cut
=
∫
dz dw
z
, where ` := (wλ1 + zλ2)
(
λ˜1− w+ 1
z
λ˜2
)
, (4.9)
which has a double-pole at infinity when w→∞ (the double-pole is exposed by
the usual inversion w→1/u) which sends `→∞. As a result, we can expect a
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transcendental weight-drop in the post-integration result; this expectation is indeed
realized in its expression from dimensional regularization [129, 130].∫
d4−2`
[ ]
∝ 1

+ log
(−s
µ2
)
+ 2 +O() , (4.10)
where 4−2 is the dimensionally-regulated spacetime dimension, µ2 is the usual renor-
malization scale, and s=:(p1+p2)
2. The UV divergence of the bubble integral around
d=4 is encoded in the presence of the 1/ pole in the result. Often, there is a close
link between higher poles at infinity of the integrand and UV divergences of the
integrated answer based on simple power-counting arguments. However, in certain
situations there are cases of higher poles at infinity that are not necessarily associ-
ated to the UV divergences; for a more detailed discussion of this subtle issue, see
e.g. [31, 40].
As mentioned above, the other common source of higher-degree poles can be
found in the IR region, where loop momenta become soft and/or collinear. If we
consider only integrals with simple propagators, these double-poles arise either from
Jacobians generated when the integral is evaluated on cuts, or by the factorization of
uncut propagators when evaluated on cuts. The simplest example where this occurs
is for the topology Γ[2,2,2] for four massless external particles (in four dimensions):
I∗[2,2,2] = p1
p2
p4p3
`1 `2
(4.11)
We first cut `1
2=0 which sets `1=λ`1λ˜`1 on-shell. On the support of this cut, the
propagator involving p1 factorizes (`1+p1)
2 = 〈`11〉[`11], and sending both factors to
zero sets `1=αλ1λ˜1—i.e. `1 becomes proportional to p1. Of course, this cut has
merely localized `1 to the collinear region of p1. Similarly, on the other side of the
diagram by cutting `2
2 and both factors in (`2+p4)
2 we set `2=βλ4λ˜4. On this cut,
the two central propagators become
(`1 + `2)
2 =αβs14 , (`1 + `2− p3)2 =αβs14−αs13− βs34 . (4.12)
If we consider this integrand topology with scalar numerator s214, the residue on this
cut evaluates to
Res
(4.12)
[
I∗[2,2,2]
]
=
∫
dαdβ
s214
αβ(αβs14 +αs13 + βs34)
β=0−−→
∫
dα
α2
, (4.13)
which exposes the double-pole at α=0. According to general wisdom, this double-pole
should be reflected in the structure of the integrated result. Indeed, performing the
integral yields lower transcendental terms as can be seen by evaluating this integral
in dimensional regularization and expanding in , [131].
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If we work with box power-counting, the above scalar numerator is the only possi-
bility (up to rescaling by external kinematic dependent factors that do not change the
analysis). Therefore, this double-pole of the integrand and the associated transcen-
dentality drop is unavoidable. However, for triangle (and higher) power-counting, we
can choose a numerator for (4.11) which cancels this pole—for example, (`2+p1)
2—
and write down an integrand which is of uniform transcendentality. However, this
procedure requires a bit of care, as loop-dependent numerators can accidentally in-
troduce additional double-poles at infinity (which would in turn re-introduce a drop
in transcendentality).
Establishing a hierarchy for integrand basis elements in accordance with their
highest degree poles anywhere in their cut structure serves as an integrand-level proxy
for the transcendental weight of the resulting integrated answers and is an important
open problem which we leave for future work. Besides higher degree poles, there is at
least one further essential part of the story we have neglected: namely, the presence
of new types of singularities which are not simply poles of some rational function.
Non-Polylogarithmic Singularities: Elliptics and Beyond
It is now a well-known fact that—at sufficiently high multiplicity and/or loop-order—
almost all scattering amplitudes in almost all quantum field theories involve non-
polylogarithmic structures. The appearance of such structures can be avoided at
low multiplicity and loop-order, but these additional structures eventually appear
necessary (even if only in local integrand representations). Recently, the analysis
of simple examples of such non-polylogarithmic pieces have attracted considerable
interest in the high energy physics community, for both practical reasons and formal
motivations alike (see, e.g. [105–109]).
From an integrand perspective, there are many different types of singularities
of Feynman integrals beyond single and multiple poles, and the complete list is not
known in general. Among the best known examples in four dimensions is the two-
loop double-box integral with a scalar numerator (which corresponds to Γ[3,1,3] in the
notation of this paper), which is known to be elliptic [105, 132–134]:
I[3,1,3] = (4.14)
Evaluating the integrand on one of the two solutions to the maximal (hepta-)cut when
all propagators in the graph are put on-shell yields an integral over one remaining
parameter,
Res I[3,1,3] =
∫
dx√
x4 +αx3 + βx2 + γx+ δ
, (4.15)
where x parameterizes the last unfixed degree of freedom in `1, `2 and the coefficients
α, . . . , δ only depend on external kinematics. There are no poles in this expression,
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including the pole at x→∞. The nature of the singularity obtained here is aptly
called elliptic as the integration over x∈R would give an elliptic function. Indeed,
evaluating the integral (4.14), one finds that the result is not a polylogarithm, but
rather an elliptic function [105].
In general, there is an obvious connection between post-integration results and
the types of singularities which appear in the associated integrand. If the only singu-
larities are logarithmic, the integral is expected to evaluate to a sum of (generalized)
polylogarithms. However, we do not currently have sufficient knowledge about the
space of functions for Feynman integrals with non-logarithmic singularities in their
unitarity cut structure. Trying to make progress on this very difficult question is an
active area of research in both physics and mathematics.
Transcendental Filtration and Integrand Stratification
An important question from the integrand perspective is whether or not we can
establish a hierarchy of numerators for a given integrand topology based on the type
of singularities which appear in their cuts. Such a classification would imply that
we can take any integrand topology and (for a given power-counting) divide the
numerator basis into groups classified by the presence of single poles (logarithmic
singularities), higher-degree poles, elliptic singularities, etc.
As an example, let us take the Γ[4,1,3] topology, the so-called penta-box integral:
(4.16)
With box power-counting, the Γ[4,1,3] topology is allowed to carry numerators drawn
from the basis structure [`A]. According to our basis counting summarized in Table 3,
in four spacetime dimensions these numerators consist of 2 top-level and 4 contact-
term degrees of freedom (each of which cancels one propagator of the left loop leading
to Γ[3,1,3] topologies). Specifically, we can span the full-rank basis by two (familiar)
chiral numerators and four double box contact-terms,
[`A] = span
{
(`A|`∗A,1), (`A|`∗A,2), (`A|Q1),(`A|Q2),(`A|Q3),(`A|Q4)
}
, (4.17)
where the special external kinematic points `∗A,i are again taken as the two solutions
to the cut equations (`A|Q1)=(`A|Q2)=(`A|Q3)=(`A|Q4)=0. In the generic case
of massive external momenta, all double-box integrals are of the form (4.14) and
therefore have elliptic maximal cuts (4.15). A priori, the two top-level integrands
have support on four different elliptic cuts associated to the various pinchings of
propagators to yield Γ[3,1,3] topologies. On one of the heptacuts, the numerators take
the schematic form,
Res
[
I(4.16)
]
=
∫
dx
N(x)
(x−x1)(x−x2)
√
x4 +αx3 + βx2 + γx+ δ
, (4.18)
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where x1 and x2 are the two positions of leading singularities associated with cutting
the last propagator, and the numerator N(x) is a quadratic function of x. It is easy
to see that no choice of numerator N(x) can remove the elliptic singularity from the
heptacut, and it remains an important open question whether or not there is any
choice of numerator for Γ[4,1,3] for which the final result is polylogarithmic (without
elliptic contributions). While we cannot remove the elliptic cut completely, it might
be possible that there is some special choice of numerator which removes all elliptic
effects from the integrated result.
We should also note that for special cases when some of the corners in Γ[4,1,3] or
Γ[3,1,3] are massless (or vanishing) momenta, all singularities are logarithmic and the
integrated result does indeed evaluate to generalized polylogarithms [135–137].
4.3 An Alternative Proposal: Classification by Poles at Infinity
Our discussion of integrand bases has been most detailed for two and three
loops. While a similar analysis can be extended to higher loops, our definition of
p-gon power-counting suffers from some unfortunate features. This is easiest to see
in the case of planar integrands, where a more familiar (and powerful) definition of
planar -power-counting exists. Recall that a definition of power-counting for plane
integrands can be given by demanding that every loop momentum variable (encoded
by the dual of the plane graph) scales like a p-gon at infinity.
Starting at four loops, there exist planar integrands which we would classify as
‘scalar’ p-gons, but which would admit non-trivial loop-dependent numerators while
still satisfying planar p-gon power-counting. The simplest examples of these are
graphs with a (p+1)-gon surrounded by p-gons:
, , , , . . . (4.19)
All of these integrands meet our definition of being ‘scalar’ p-gon integrands, as all
daughter topologies have girth strictly less than p. Nevertheless, as planar integrands,
we may use the preferential loop-momentum routing of the dual graph to see that
each of these may admit a non-trivial numerator while remaining ‘p-gons’ according
to planar -power-counting. The third and fourth examples above are particularly
poignant as they would be rendered dual-conformal with such a numerator, while if
given the numerator ‘1’, they would not be.
As these examples illustrate, our definition of power-counting—while applica-
ble to all graphs—is more restrictive than what is traditionally used in the planar
limit. This is particularly problematic because it is clear, for example, that our
definition of p=4 power-counting fails to include dual-conformal integrands at suf-
ficiently high loop order (namely, 5). It is well-known that amplitudes in planar
sYM may be expressed in terms of dual-conformal integrands; moreover, a complete
basis of such integrands requires non-zero coefficients for 4-particle amplitudes, as
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seen in [138–140]. But our definition of ‘box’ power-counting fails to include all such
integrands—and, in fact, therefore, all amplitudes in planar sYM at sufficiently high
loop orders. Thus, our stratification, while being well defined for all graphs, does not
have the property that amplitudes in sYM can be expressed in terms of integrands
with box power-counting beyond 4 loops or triangle power-counting beyond 7 loops.
To be clear: it would not be hard to alter our definition of the box-power-
counting basis to include dual-conformal integrands in the planar limit. Our rule
for generating numerators according to graph inclusions would permit us to define a
basis that ‘scales like’ any set of specified graphs with any pre-chosen, loop-dependent
numerators. The real problem is that we do not know any clear rule for adding such
numerators into the space we use to recursively define a basis of integrands. This
remains an important open problem that must be left to future work. Specifically:
Is there a non-planar, graph-theoretic definition of a basis of integrands with ‘4-gon
power-counting’ such that all amplitudes in sYM are inside this basis?
More generally, it remains an open problem to define any well-behaved integrand
basis of integrands guaranteed to include the amplitudes of ‘nice’ quantum field the-
ories to all loop-orders. In the planar limit, we have the basis of integrands dictated
by dual-conformal invariance—which is in fact stronger than mere planar-box-power-
counting; and there is a great deal of evidence that amplitudes in planar sYM can
be represented in such a basis. We know of no non-planar analogue of box-power-
counting (let alone dual-conformal invariance) that should suffice for amplitudes in
sYM beyond the planar limit to all orders of perturbation theory.
One promising strategy—at least, formally—would be to define power-counting
in terms of a hierarchy of poles ‘at infinity’. The real challenge here is to make
this definition useful without specific reference to loop momentum routing or to a
brute force survey of potential singularities of integrands. Nevertheless, the poles
at infinite loop-momentum have been extensively studied in many papers [37–40],
mainly in the context of particular theories. For example, it was conjectured and
later verified [40] up to three loops that sYM integrands are free of any poles at
infinity to all orders of perturbation theory, suggesting something like a non-planar
analogue of dual-conformal symmetry. (In contrast, amplitudes in N=8 supergravity
have higher-degree poles at infinity that grow with multiplicity and loop-order.)
To make this more precise, we may organize loop integrands by the maximal
degree of singularity encountered as the momentum flowing through any edge goes
to infinity via any sequence of residues. This maximal degree is formally well-defined,
if hard to detect in practice. Specifically, this requires that one perform all possible
cuts, and list the degrees of all singularities which send `→∞:
max
cuts
{
Cut
[I]−−−→
`→∞
O(`s)
}
. (4.20)
The maximal degree s over the set of all cuts for the momentum ` flowing through
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any edge is then defined to be the degree of a given integrand’s pole(s) at infinity.
Obviously, from a practical point of view, this is not a very constructive approach, as
it requires that many checks be made to decide s for a given integrand. Despite these
practical limitations, it certainly gives us a unique answer. This definition extends
to all loops and provides a hierarchy of loop integrands based on this degree.
We may illustrate this at one loop in d=4. In fact, our definition above overlaps
with the standard definition of power-counting with the following identifications:
power-counting degree of pole
p= 4 (box) s=−2 (no pole)
p= 3 (triangle) s=−1 (single pole)
p= 2 (bubble) s= 0 (double-pole)
p= 1 (tadpole) s= 1 (triple pole)
p= 0 (constant) s= 2 (quadruple pole)
As an example, in eq. (4.9) we computed a double-cut of the scalar bubble integral
and identified the double-pole at infinity for w→∞. One may readily verify that
a double-pole at infinity is indeed the worst possible singularity on any cut of the
bubble integral. The analogous procedure now extends to higher loops without any
conceptional problem: the (maximal) degree of poles at infinity is always well defined
as the supremum of degrees we encounter over the space of all sequences of cuts.
At two loops, for the scalar planar double-box Γ[3,1,3] and the non-planar double-
box Γ[3,2,2], the degree at infinity is s=−2—i.e., no pole at infinity—which is in agree-
ment with the definition of the power-counting we have used throughout this paper.
However, there is a difference for certain Γ[2,1,2] topologies, where our graph-theoretic
power-counting definition allows for one degree of freedom (the scalar numerator)
within triangle power-counting p=3. From the pole at infinity perspective, we see
that a special degeneration of this integrand in fact has not just a single pole, but a
double-pole at infinity:
I∗∗[2,1,2] = p12 p34
`1 `2
(4.21)
An intuitive way to understand this fact for this particular diagram is to realize that
we generate a bubble when we remove the central propagator. This can be exposed
by first cutting all propagators
`1
2 = (`1 + `2)
2 = (`1+p1+p2)
2 = `2
2 = (`2+p3+p4)
2 = 0 , (4.22)
and further localizing `1 on the composite leading singularity, which double-cuts
(`1+`2)
2=0 and sets `1=−`2. The residue on this cut has Jacobian 1/p212, and the
resulting expression is just a one-loop cut bubble integral in `2,
Cut
[I∗∗[2,1,2]]'Cut[∫ d4`2`22(`2+p3+p4)2
]
(4.23)
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which has a double-pole at infinity, as discussed in (4.9). Note that while it is
necessary to choose some parameterization for this test and express the degrees of
freedom in loop momenta in a particular way (in addition to an arbitrariness of
how the loop momenta are to be routed) for performing cuts, the degree of poles at
infinity is unambiguous and does not depend on the choices made.
We suspect that tracking the degree of poles at infinity will be the best—and
morally (more) correct way—to define the power-counting at arbitrary loop-order.
Moreover, we conjecture that amplitudes in sYM may be represented by a basis that
meets this definition of ‘box power-counting’ to all orders.
Another natural question is whether or not it is desirable to expand a four-
dimensional integrand with overall box power-counting—however this basis may be
defined—in terms of a basis of integrands with the same property. We have argued
in previous papers where we explicitly constructed all multiplicity two-loop super-
symmetric Yang-Mills amplitudes [79, 80] that the answer is: not necessarily. For
example, we have found that amplitudes in N =8 supergravity require arbitrarily
bad power-counting bases (the degree of which grows with multiplicity) starting at
two loop despite the fact that amplitudes in this theory are known to have bounded
behavior in the ultraviolet.
The reader may wonder why we have not used the proposed ‘poles at infinity’
criterion for our two- and three-loop bases described in sections 2 and 3, but rather
resorted to a more purely graph-theoretic definition. The answer was already alluded
to above: the pole at infinity check is not a constructive approach and it can be com-
putationally prohibitive. We do not a priori know the degree of poles at infinity of a
given integrand, and to check this we would have to perform all possible cuts, which
is extremely laborious. Moreover, the degree can differ between the general case and
boundary cases. For Γ[2,1,2], for example, the general case with external momenta
flowing into the middle vertices has a single pole at infinity s=−1; in contrast, the
boundary case with three-point vertices in the middle has a double-pole at infinity
(s=0) as discussed below (4.21). This makes it harder to do the bookkeeping of var-
ious integrand topologies. While this all is just a technical inconvenience, it makes it
hard to implement our conjecture systematically at present. Minimally, our graph-
theoretic definition of power-counting should suffice to construct box-power-counting
bases big enough for sYM through at least four loops—with 3-gon power-counting
through at least seven loops.
In the future, we would like to use the results, technology, and the counting of
basis elements from the current work and transfer this knowledge to a new framework
which uses poles at infinity as the primary condition. This almost certainly requires
that we build new tools to systematically detect the degree of the poles without
performing all possible cuts.
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4.4 Building Amplitudes: Beyond the Bases of Integrands
As was discussed above, integrands with more than d×L propagators can always
be reduced to simpler topologies for an integrand basis with p<d power-counting.
However, there are certain situations when integrands with more propagators are
convenient and useful for the representation of amplitudes. For example, they may
be more finite in the ultraviolet/infrared than their decomposition into daughters
would suggest.
The best example is perhaps the two-loop MHV integrand in planar sYM, which
was written in [100–102]:
A2-loopsMHV, planar =
∑
1≤a<b<c
b<c<d<a+na
b c
d
n(` A) n(` C) (4.24)
where n(`i) represents a particular choice of loop-dependent numerators for the graph.
In this work’s terminology, this formula involves particular choices for integrands of
the Γ[4,1,4] topology. In particular, the numerators are chosen to match all cuts in
field theory of a different topology—namely, Γ[4,0,4], a.k.a. the kissing-boxes depicted
in eq. (4.26). In contrast to the integrand Γ[4,0,4], which would have a scalar numer-
ator in box power-counting, the double pentagon integrand Γ[4,1,4] can be assigned
numerators to match all four kissing-box cuts separately. However, it comes at the
cost of introducing spurious cuts, which cancel in the sum over terms in (4.24). The
representation (4.24) is a miraculously simple expression, and it is natural to ask
about its origin and if we can use the underlying principle in different cases too. The
answer is a bit complicated.
It is suggestive that each double-pentagon matches one kissing-box leading-
singularity of the amplitude, and indeed the numerator counting works along these
lines: provided that we exclude from our basis the Γ[4,0,4], Γ[5,0,4], and Γ[5,0,5] integrands,
we would find 4 (as opposed to 3) independent top-level numerators for box power-
counting
Γ[4,1,4] = ⇔ N4
(
Γ[4,1,4]
)
= [`A][`C ] , rank
d=4
[
N4
(
Γ[4,1,4]
)]
= 36 = 4+32 (4.25)
matching exactly the four kissing-box leading singularities,
. (4.26)
The special numerator that is used in (4.24) was chosen to only have support on
the MHV-compatible solution to these cuts.
So far, this all looks reasonably natural but there is an important subtlety.
Apart from the kissing-box leading singularity there are many more leading singu-
larities of the amplitude which also must be matched. Moreover, by using these
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‘chiral’ double-pentagon integrands, we introduce a number of unphysical singular-
ities (term-by-term) which only cancelled in the sum. None of that was used in
[100, 101] to find the formula (4.24), but it is post-facto-guaranteed by global residue
theorems (GRTs) which connect various singularities of the amplitude together in a
consistent framework.
The difficulty is that it is very hard to write down (or guess) expressions such
as (4.24) and verify that they give the correct amplitude exactly because not all
singularities are matched correctly by construction. This is in stark contrast to the
generalized unitarity approach [1–3] or its prescriptive refinement [26], where we
do match each physical cut separately and we can be confident that the resulting
expression is correct. However, the prescriptive approach here is most straightforward
to use within boosted p<d-gon power-counting. For d=4, we would find that the
nine-propagator graphs such as Γ[4,1,4] would be fully decomposable; but we would
be able to meet all the eight-propagator cuts distinctly and directly. With boosted
power-counting, it is therefore easy to match one leading singularity at a time while
integrands such as Γ[4,1,4] (required for box power-counting in d=4) would contribute
to many leading singularities in violation of the prescriptive philosophy. Therefore,
we would be hard pressed to recover an expression like (4.24) from the prescriptive
approach. In [26], we showed how to use prescriptive unitarity to reconstruct general
two and three-loop n-point amplitudes in planar sYM preserving the box power-
counting in the planar limit, but these constructions required very judicious choices
(and some magic) to work. Today, we do not know how such tricks and ‘magic’ can
be (or even could be) generalized to higher loop-orders.
We know that if we go beyond the planar limit, for which we generated in-
tegrand bases in this paper, the prescriptive approach to constructing amplitudes
works without any problems (other than increasing complexity); but the search for
simple representations of amplitudes with lower power-counting become increasingly
difficult to find because of the presence of color factors. In [80], we used the prescrip-
tive approach to determine the integrand for the full (non-planar) two-loop n-point
MHV amplitude in sYM by carefully constructing the basis of integrands with trian-
gle power-counting (while making some convenient choices) and matching all of the
relevant leading singularities,
A2-loopsMHV, non-planar =
∑
inequivalent
leading singularities f
f × If . (4.27)
As discussed above, this representation (as it involves integrands with 3-gon power-
counting) involves poles at infinity in virtually every integrand basis element, while it
is known (at two loops) that the final amplitude is free of these poles. The absence of
poles at infinity for non-planar amplitudes suggested an extension of dual-conformal
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symmetry beyond the planar sector in sYM and was partially explored in [38, 39].
From the perspective of our work here, the lack of poles at infinity in the final ampli-
tude raises the question whether or not we can write the amplitude using integrands
with box power-counting only to make the behavior at infinity manifest term-by-
term. This would necessarily introduce integrals with 9 or more propagators such as
Γ[3,3,3], Γ[4,2,3], or Γ[4,2,4]:
(4.28)
Such integrands would have support on many leading singularities at the same
time—and could only be chosen to match particular subsets. Thus, they must con-
spire to match everything at once in some spectacular way to give the correct expres-
sion for a scattering amplitude. This would have to follow from GRTs (including color
information) that link various color-dressed on-shell functions together into a bigger
interrelated network. Using these relations practically requires one to enumerate all
the independent GRTs, which is hard to do systematically.
Na¨ıvely, one can just use the traditional version of generalized unitarity with
some definition of box power-counting, write an ansatz for numerators and color
factors which multiply a given topology and check all cuts. Apart from being a
rather involved exercise for high multiplicity (let alone general n-point), the resulting
solution would suffer from a major problem: the coefficients would generically be
some complicated sums of products of kinematics and color factors (with different
graph structures), where the latter do not necessarily correspond to any particular
color-dressed on-shell function. The color factors would appear as essentially ad
hoc expressions—appearing merely to satisfy the constraints of generalized unitarity.
This makes perfect sense because the color factors are tied to the leading singularity
pictures (with 8 or fewer propagators) while our integrands can have 9 or more
propagators, and can not be translated to color factors in this way. On the hand,
the prescriptive unitarity approach treatment of color factors is very straightforward:
each integrand is multiplied by a single color-dressed on-shell function directly and
the color factor can be read off from the graph directly; for further details and
powerful illustrations, see [79, 80].
Of course, there can in principle exist a fundamentally new approach that would
allow us to use a minimal set of building block integrals, such as Γ[3,3,3], Γ[4,2,3], or
even Γ[4,2,4] with some magic numerators. Similar to the planar amplitude written in
terms of the chiral pentagon expansion in eq. (4.24), each integrand would match
many leading singularities at the same time. It would be great to find some way to
constructively find such numerators based on some underlying principles. We know
that such an approach must combine both color and kinematics in a non-trivial way,
and at the same time must exploit the richness of the GRTs. We would love to
pursue this path in the future.
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4.5 Concluding Remarks
In this work, we have discussed a systematic approach to the construction of
loop-integrand bases for general, non-planar scattering amplitudes of general quan-
tum field theories. We provided a graph-theoretic definition of ‘power-counting’
and used it as constructive tool to organize and stratify integrand bases according
to their UV behavior. We illustrated our approach by explicitly enumerating all
diagram topologies and their associated numerator degrees of freedom for various
power-counting at one, two, and three loops. These results provide the number of
independent basis elements required to express scattering amplitudes in different
quantum field theories. The same graph-theoretic implementation is in principle
applicable to any loop order where the size of the integrand basis grows.
We also discussed the limitations and open problems in our approach. In partic-
ular, we compared our choices of power-counting with a different, and in our opinion
ultimately better, framework of poles at infinity. The further exploration along these
lines at higher loops is the main open question for the future.
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A Graph Theory for Integrand Basis Building
In this appendix, we introduce a few formal definitions that should be useful to
better understand the results described in this work. Beyond clarifying terms and
their usage, we hope that this list of definitions and concepts are useful for the sake
of precision.
In what follows, we describe the main ingredients (mostly graph-theoretic) re-
quired in our work. Definitions are organized loosely by narrative and logical flow.
•Definition: internal edges (‘propagators’)—edges eint∈Γ of a graph Γ (of edge-
connectivity at least 2) which connect pairs of vertices of valency at least two. They
are indicated diagrammatically as lines with constant, medium stroke and represent
standard Feynman propagators of a scalar field theory. Most often, internal edges
are colored black, unless subsets of edges are being highlighted to emphasize some
additional structure.
•Definition: external edges (‘legs’)—edges eext∈Γ of a graph Γ which connect at
least one monovalent vertex.16 To make these edges visually distinct, and to avoid
confusion with internal edges defined above, external edges are drawn as wedges.
There are two types of external edges, drawn differently as wedges:
necessary external edges—drawn as ‘ ’—those external edges connected to
a vertex of valency exactly three. These legs are called ‘necessary’ because they
allow us to differentiate the momentum flowing through pairs of internal edges
separated by the 3-valent vertex.
These edges are always drawn in our figures as solid wedges, (with slightly gray
coloring) to distinguish them from internal edges.
Physically, necessary edges denote any non-empty subset of external particles.
As these subsets can be of arbitrary (but never empty) size, we consider graphs
' ' (A.1)
optional external edges—drawn as ‘ ’—those external edges connected to
(internal) vertices of valency at least four. These are called ‘optional’ because
they need not carry any momentum to allow us to differentiate the momentum
flowing through the multiples of internal edges to which they connect.
These edges are always drawn in our figures as ‘sliced’ greyscale wedges to em-
phasize their optionality.
Physically, optional edges should be understood of representing any subset of
external particles’ momenta—including empty subsets of external particles.
16These ‘external’ monovalent vertices are never drawn in our figures.
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•Definition: skeleton graph Γ˜—for a given graph Γ, we define its skeleton Γ˜ to
be the subgraph obtained by deleting all external edges and vertices. For example,
=:Γ 7→ Γ˜ =: . (A.2)
This concept is useful in the discussion of the parent-daughter covering relations in
which we are interested as external edges never carry internal loop momenta and
therefore never play any role in numerator decompositions.
•Definition: (number of) loops—the first Betti number of the graph, unless oth-
erwise specified. The qualification in the previous sentence is to clarify that—very
occasionally—we will have reason to discuss loop integrands that involve no propa-
gators for some or all of the internal loop momenta; for example, we may speak of the
‘L loop integrand’ dL~`× 1. In such cases, there are no loop-dependent propagators
to draw; but we hope that the ‘loop order’ of such integrands is always clear from
the surrounding context.
•Definition: (simple) cycle—a connected subgraph of a given graph with loop
number 1. Throughout this work, the term ‘cycle’ should always be understand to
mean (what is more formally described as) a simple cycle.
•Definition: girth—the length of the shortest cycle of a given graph.
•Definition: cycle basis—for a graph with L loops, a choice of L simple cycles
such that every internal edge is an element of at least one cycle.
•Definition: (loop momentum) routing—a choice of cycle basis for a given graph.
We usually take these cycles to be oriented (even though the internal edges do not
have any intrinsic orientation). A routing for a graph is equivalent to a choice of loop-
momentum variables up to translation (associated with internal degrees of freedom
not fixed by momentum conservation at every vertex in the graph).
One point that is worth clarifying is that our definition of loop-momentum rout-
ing is slightly broader than what is more common in the physics literature. Fre-
quently physicists discuss (especially non-planar, multiloop) integrands’ loop mo-
mentum dependence by choosing a subset of L (oriented) edges of the graph whose
graph-complement is a 1-forest (a tree graph). Such a choice of edges is always pos-
sible, and is understood as dictating that ‘the momentum flowing through edge i of
the graph to be loop momentum `i’. This convention is considerably more restrictive
than what we mean by routing here: not only does the more familiar prescription
eliminate the all translational invariance of each loop momentum, but it also prevents
us from choosing routings such as
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with cycle basis
 , ,
 . (A.3)
Covering Relations: ‘Parents’ and ‘Daughters’ (a.k.a. ‘Contact-Terms’)
Graphs may be partially ordered according to quotients generated by internal
edge contractions. Thus, we say that Γd≺Γp if the daughter—Γd can be obtained
by contracting some number of (exclusively) internal edges of the parent—graph Γp.
To be perhaps overly pedantic, we always use the freedom of (1.2) to delete excess
external edges. Alternatively, we could speak exclusively of skeleton graphs.
This partial ordering on the set of Feynman graphs provides us with covering
relations which prove extremely useful. In particular, we use the symbol ∂ to denote
the set of daughters of a given parent obtained by a single edge-contraction. A
skeleton graph Γ with ne internal edges will have ne daughters—that is, |∂(Γ)|=ne.
In the colloquial vernacular of physicists, daughter graphs are often called contact-
terms of their parents. This is because a sufficiently general space of loop-dependent
numerators can include terms proportional to the inverse of any propagator (which
are represented by the internal edges of the graphs). Thus, the vector-space of ra-
tional differential forms on the space of loop momenta with denominators fixed as
Feynman propagators associated with a particular graph include all daughter inte-
grals unless bounds are specified for loop-dependent factors in the numerators of
these integrands.
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